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Preface

The studies presented in this thesis were carried out under the direction of Professor Tetsuro

Majima, the Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research (SANKEN), Osaka University during

October 2007 to September 2010.

The object of this thesis is concerned with the studies on the photoinduced charge-transfer

processes on metal-organic framework nanoparticles and their composites using various

spectroscopic methods including single-particle fluorescence microscopy as well as time-resolved

spectroscopic method. The author hopes that the results and conclusions presented in this thesis

contribute to the further understanding of the photochemical properties of MOFs and the

development of advanced photocatalysts as well as for new applications including photoelectronic

and bptical devices.
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General Introduction

It is important to understand and predict the photophysical and photochemical properties of

chromophores in various metal-organic materials applications since a control of the spatial

interactions of chromophores is still a significant challenge.t-' Mutty types of intermolecular forces

including hydrogen bond and n-n stacking, which influence the packing of molecules in a crystal,

also make a prediction of the geometry of a molecular assembly complicate. Metal-organic

frameworks (MOFs) are porous and crystalline materials consisting of either metal ions or clusters

linked by organic groups, which provide structural rigidity, high porosity, and well-defined

Organic
linkers

1ゞ ■倅
Metalions
or clusters

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the definition of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). Metal

oo:, are bridged by ligands to form 3D structure.

architectures (Figure 1).4-7 These properties have attracted significant research interest from

numerous applications, such as gas storage,8'e catalysis,l0 separations,ll drug delivery12 and

sensorr.t' A preliminary synthesis of MOFs was reported by Tomic in 1965.t4 And, a crystalline,

polymeric compound, Cu(II) tricyanomethanide was reported by Biondi in 1965.rs R. Robson

reported on the design of scaffold-like materials using Cu(I) ions as a central metal ion and

tetracyanotetraphenylmethane as a organic linker in 1990's.16 The research groups of O. M. Yaghi

defined the term of MOF in I995t7 and reported the structure of MOF-5.r8 They also reported the

synthesis and its structural characteristics for a series of isoreticular MOF structures with different

molecules acting as organic linkers (Figure 2).te
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Figure 2. A series of isoreticular metal-organic frameworks (IRMOFs), in

shares the same cubic topology, has been produced (adapted from ref. 19).

Contrary to classical solid-state catalysts like zeolites, the pore size, shape, and dimensionality of

MOFs can be easily controlled by changing the constituent metals and bridging organic linkers.re In

particular, MOFs provide very large specific surface areas even above 5900 m2 g-l and specific pore

volumes of up to 2 cm3 g-1, of which value is the highest ones ever reported for any porous

mdterial.20 MOFs have an exceptionally open coordination sites, which eventually provide the free

space even more than 90Yo of the crystal volume.le Furthermore, it is possible to achieve fine

control over the chemical environnient and the topology of the internal voids by selecting

appropriate building blocks and their interaction. However, the presence of organic building blocks

makes MOFs noticeably unstable towards relatively high temperature, chemical agents and even to

moisture compared to zeolite as a typical very stable solid-state catalyst.

MOFs results in a wide range of emissive phenomena due to its chemical nature consisting of

both an organic ligand and a metal ion. Fluorescence from MOFs directly results from organic

linking group of the framework if this moiety is highly conjugated and absorb light in the UV and

visible region,2t'22 mainly through either ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCD23 or metal to

ligand charge transfer (MLCT).24'25 Emission can also result from the central metal ions or its

a



clusters by usually involving lanthanide ions incorporated into the coordination framewotk.'u'"

Guest molecules can also present fluorescent properties of MOFs through exciplex formation.28

Lanthanide-based MOFs (Ln-MOFs), in particular case of Tb3* and Eu3* incorporated in organic

framework, have been fascinating due to their versatile coordination geometry, unique luminescent

and magnetic properties, and possible

high framework stability to water.26

Ln-MOFs are further attractive because

the organic linker can serve as an

antenna that enhance the lanthanide

emission (Figure 3). Recently, several

Ln-MOFs with interesting photophysical

properties, of which luminescence is

rather strongly coupled to its porosity,

r I 126have been reportecl.'

Ground state

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the antenna

effect adapted from ref. 26.
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MOFs can be designed to meet the general structural requirements for making MOFs suitable for

acting as semiconductors. For example, irradiation of MOFs results in charge separation followed

by either the electron or hole migration through the whole particle. The resultant electrons and holes

exhibit a typical decaying time constant with submillisecond scale retuming to the neutral ground

state through charge recombinatio+.'n These properties of MOFs actually plays an important role in

photocatalytic reduction or oxidation process of a foreign molecules adsorbed in MOFs framework.

MOFs in the nanosized particles have very unique properties to encapsulate guest molecules.

This encapsulation accompanied to conformational changes, photophysical dynamics and

intermolecular interaction for both the host and guest molecular system. Due to homogeneous

framework of MOFs, the guest molecules can be used as a molecular probe to directly explore the

local structures, molecular diffusion, and chemical reactions in MOFs structure if we apply a low

dimensional spectroscopic method to investigate the encapsulated MOFs.

As a representative application of low-dimensional spectroscopic method, single-molecule



spectroscopy is an exciting new area of research. It aims at studying the physical and optical

properties of individual molecules instead of measuring the properties of a large ensemble. Actually,

it also proved to be a powerful tool for investigating heterogeneous systems because it allows us to

study the samples with varying probing position in the sample, which impacts the local behavior of

molecules to be examined and characterized. The detection of the fluorescence resulted from a

single-molecule at room temperature has been published for the first time in 1990.30 They have used

pulsed laser excitation configuration for flowing chromophore to minimize the observing volume

and light scattering that obscure the signal from a single fluorophore. To observe single-molecule

fluorescence, the advanced methods like a wide-field and confocal fluorescence microscopy (Figure

4)3lwere also introduced in this research field.

In wide-field microscopy like the total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM), a

CCD (charge coupled device) camera is adapted to record a fluorescent events taking place in the

several hundred square micrometers under volumetric excitation. The resolvable spot size in

horizontal direction is limited by optical diffraction, but the resolution in longitudinal direction is

not so high enough due to rather large excitation volume and low signal-to-noise ratio. Working

with TIRFM implies an optical excitation through an evanescent field which is an electromagnetic

wdve accompanied with total internal reflection of illuminated light. The penetration depth for the

evanescent field in glass-water interface is ca. 200 nm. By combining the total internal reflection

and volumetric excitation, TIRFM is advantageous in visualizing the fluorescence from single

molecules immobilized or located at the interface (e.g., a glass surface) with a very low background

noise using an evanescent field and thus has been applied to the investigation of the temporal

dynamics of biomolecules (e.g., DNA, proteins, and enzymes) labeled with dyes, which provides

information that is useful for revealing various biological functions at the molecular level.32

In confocal microscopy, the objective lens is used to focus the excitation light to diffraction

limited area. The fluorescence generated by a single molecule residing in the confocal volume can

be collected by the same objective lens. Before reaching the detector, the fluorescence light passes

an appropriate optical filters and a pinhole to reject background fluorescence from out of focus



light.

The emitted fluorescence can be measured by a point detector, such as an avalanche photodiode

(APD), which very efficiently detects photons while having a low dark current, resulting in a good

signal-to-noise ratio. The confocal microscopy is widely used for the detection of a molecule freely

diffusing in solution, often referred to as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS),33 which

A Wide-fieldillumination
(Large volume)

B Confocal point scanning
(Small volume)
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Figure 4. (A) Illustration of wide-field fluorescence microscopy setup. A collimated laser beam

is focused into the back-focal plane of the objective to realize a uniform field of illumination. The

emission is collected through the same objective and, after passing through filters to remove

excitation and scattering light, imaged onto the CCD detector. (B) Illustration of confocal

fluorescence microscopy setup. The excitation light is focused via an objective lens into a

diffraction limited spot. The fluorescence light from the spot is collected by the same objective

and passed through optical filters to remove excitation and scattering light. A pinhole is inserted

at an image plane to reject scattering/fluorescence light that is not incident from the focal point.

Finally, photons are detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD). Adapted from ref. 31.
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enables us to investigate and clarify the binding interactions, such as protein-ligand binding and

DNA hybridization, by measuring the correlation time of diffusing molecules into the confocal

volume. These techniques for single molecule fluorescence detection have advantages superior to

the conventional ones that relies on the bulk sample, providing us with opportunities such as the

ultimate high sensitivity, the possible observations of the properties hidden in ensemble

measurements (subpopulation existing in the sample), and eliminating the need for synchronization.

In this thesis, we try to understand an interfacial electron transfer between photoexcited MOFs

particles and various organic compounds as photocatalysts by utilizing various spectroscopic

methods including single-particle fluorescence microscopy as well as time-resolved spectroscopic

method. There is no precedent sfudy to evaluate detailed mechanisms of photophysical and

photochemical reactions for MOFs as well as host-guest interactions in individual MOFs particles

until now. Further understanding of the photoinduced redox processes on the MOFs should lead to

novel developments of efficient photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical systems with a chemical

specificity. Furthermore, a thorough examination of this issue will help us to better understand the

molecular interactions within nanopores and provide an exciting new direction for control of

materials properties on the molecular level.

This thesis consists of three chapters. Chapter 1, photoinduced charge transfer processes on

MOF-5 nanoparticles was investigated by using the time-resolved diffirse reflectance (TDR) and

fluorescence spectroscopies. Chapter 2, we investigated the size-selective one-electron oxidation

processes of organic compounds under the photoinadiation of nanosized and microsized Eu-MOF

particles by combining time-resolved emission and absorption spectroscopy, confocal microscopy,

and a theoretical calculation based on the Marcus theory. Chapter 3, we carried out in situ

observations of host-guest interactions in individual dye encapsulated MOFs by utilizing

single-molecule, single-particle fluorescence spectroscopy.
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Chapter I

Photoinduced Charge-Transfer Processes on MOF-5 Nanoparticles

Abstract

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), which exhibit large surface area and porosity retention upon

solvent removal, have attracted considerable attention due to their elegant topology and potential

applications in separation, gas storage, nonlinear optics, and catalysis. We report herein

comprehensive sfudies on the nature of luminescence transitions in MOF-5 nanoparticles, which are

referred to as MOF-5_n, and the interfacial charge transfer from the photoexcited MOF-5_n to

various organic compounds. The time-resolved diffuse reflectance (TDR) and fluorescence

spectroscopies were combined in order to clariff the photoinduced one-electron oxidation processes

of organic compounds on the MOF-5_n. First, to identify the nature of the luminescence transitions

in MOF-5, the temperature dependences of the spectral characteristics were elucidated and

compared with those of ZnO nanoparlicles. The quenching of MOF-5 emission by several

substrates (S), such as aromatic sulfides and amines, was then investigated using steady-state and

time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopies. The one-electron oxidation reaction of S during the 355

nm laser flash photolysis of MOF-5_n in acetonitrile was directly examined using TDR

spectroscopy, and it was revealed that MOF-5 has a much higher oxidation reaction efficiency than

that of P-25 TiOu powder, which is the most common photocatalyst. The experimental data were

rutionalized in terms of the Marcus theory on the electron transfer reactions. Moreover, the

influence of adsorbed water on the reaction processes was examined because the MOF crystal

morphology is affected by exposure to water during synthesis or after evacuation. Consequently, the

present study provides an excellent opportunity to understand the difference in the photoinduced

charge-transfer processes between MOFs and semiconductors.



Introduction

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), which exhibit large surface area and porosity retention upon

solvent removal, have attracted considerable attention due to their elegant topology and potential

applications in separation, gas storage, nonlinear optics, and catalysis.l-a Akey issue is the rational

design and the precise control of the formation of a particular network through the appropriate

choice of the constituent metal and bridging organic linkers. By varying the length of the organic

backbone of these ligands, many desired MOFs are successfully built. For instance, a well-known

MOF-5, which consists of metal clusters of ZnaO(COz)o joined by benzene dicarboxylate (BDC)

linkers to form an extended 3D simple cubic topology with intersecting pores with a 0.8 nm

aperture width and a I.2 nm pore diameter (Figure 1A), has been frequently considered as a

potential target for commercialization5-7 The highest known surface area of 2900 -' g-t should also

be responsible for the efficient gas storage and catalytic systems.5

In the past few years, theoretical calculations have suggested that MOFs are semiconductors or

insulators with band gaps between 1.0 and 5.5 eY which are mainly determined by the highest

occupied molecular orbital (HoMo)-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) gaps of the

Zn40(C02)6 unit
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Figure 1. (A) Structure of MOF-5. The octahedral inorganic units are located at the corner of

the cell, and the organic units act as linkers. The incorporated thioanisole (TA) in MOF-5 is

also shown by the space-filled structure. The image was drawn with the use of MOLEKEL

software.ro (B) The proposed photocatalytic mechanism of MOF-5 nanoparticle. CB is the

conduction band, VB is the valence band, and DS is the defect state. Ex and Em indicate the

band gap excitation and defect emission, respectively.
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linker molecules.8-10 The overall electronic properties of MOFs are basically characterizedby ZnaO

clusters that bring the systems to the character of a wide band gap semicondu ctor, ZnO. Because the

highest occupied valence bands (VB) are dominated by the contribution of the p atomic orbitals of

carbon atoms of the aromatic rings with a small contribution of the carboxylate atoms, the band

gaps of these materials should be altered by changing the degree of conjugation in the ligands.

Recently, MOF-5 has been investigated in order to understand its electronic and optical

properties.l'-13 Garcia et al. reported that an MOF-5 nanoparticle behaves as a semiconductorupon

UV light excitation and undergoes charge separation (electrons, e-, and holes, h-) decaying on a

microsecond time scale.l2 These charge carriers can oxidize or reduce organic molecules in solution

like a photocatalyst (Figure 1B). The actual conduction band (CB) energy was estimated to be +0.2

V versus NHE with a band gap of 3.4 eY.'2 Ho,"ever, it has not been fully understood how the

photogenerated charge carriers are generated in the MOF materials, how they migrate to the surface

(defect states), and how they oxidize or reduce the adsorbates. When trying to answer these basic

questions, it is helpful to trace the dynamic behavior of the charge carriers using direct

time-resolved spectroscopic measurements. Further understanding of the photoinduced redox

processes of organic compounds on the MOFs should lead to novel developments of efficient

t
catalytic systems specific to particular chemical species. Moreover, it is worthwhile to characterize

the essential difference in the interfacial charge transfer dynamics between MOFs and

semiconductors.

We report herein comprehensive studies on the interfacial charge transfer from the photoexcited

MOF-5 nanoparticle (MOF-5_n) to various organic compounds. The time-resolved diffrrse

reflectance (TDR) and fluorescence spectroscopies were combined in order to claify the

photoinduced one-electron oxidation processes of organic compounds on the MOF-S_n. The TDR

spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the investigation of photocatalysis under various conditions.l5-21

We first examined the temperature dependence of spectral characteristics of the MOF-5 emission

and identified the nafure of transitions by a comparison with ZnO nanoparticles. We then

investigated the quenching of MOF-5 emission by several substrates (S), such as aromatic sulfides

13



and amines, using steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopies in order to confirm

whether the photochemical reactions occur by the excitation of MOF-5. In particular, aromatic

sulfides were chosen as one S for the TDR measurements, because of their importance in many

chemical processes including those of organic synthesis, environmental, and biological

significanc e22'23 and the specific spectroscopic properties of S and their radical cations (S'),24-26

which have negligible absorption at 355 nm as the excitation wavelength for MOF-5 and absorption

in the visible region (around 400-600 nm), respectively. Furthermore, it was recently demonstrated

that MOF is capable of mediating highly size- and chemoselective catalytic oxidation of thioethers

to sulfoxides by urea hydroperoxide or HrOr.t''tt

The one-electron oxidation reaction of S during the 355 nm laser flash photolysis of MOF-5_n in

acetonitrile was directly examined using TDR spectroscopy, and the reaction efficiency obtained for

MOF-5 was compared to that of P-25 TiO2 powder,20'21'2e which is the most common photocatalyst.

The experimental data were rationalized in terms of the Marcus theory on the electron transfer

reactions.30 We also clarified the influence of adsorbed water on the reaction processes because the

MOF crystal morphology is affected by exposure to water during synthesis or after evacuation.3l-34

Consequently, the present study provides an excellent opporfunity to understand the difference in

the photoinduced charge transfer processes between MOFs and semiconductors.

Experimental Section

Materials.

MOF-5 nanoparticles were synthesized according to the procedures reported by Huang et a1.32

and Garcia et al.t2 by precipitating a mixture of two {N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solutions (40

mL) with triethylamine (TEA) (16 mmol) at room temperature, one of them containing

Zn(NO3)2.6HzO (4 mmol) and the other consisting of a solution of terephthalic acid (2 mmol). The

mixture was allowed to stand for 2 h at room temperature, and the resulting solid was filtered and

exhaustively washed with chloroform to remove DMF before drying in an oven for 12 h at 363 K.

The resulting powder is denoted as MOF-5 n in this text. The MOF-5_n powder was mixed with

T4



Milli-Q water and then separated by centrifugation (10000 rpm, 10 min) in a high-speed

microcentrifuge (Hitachi, himac CF16RX). The resulting powder was dried in a drying oven for 12

h at 363 K (denoted as MOF-5_aq in this text). All chemicals were purchased from commercial

sources (Aldrich, Tokyo Chemical Industry, and Nacalai Tesque) in the highest grade available and

used without further purification.

ZnO colloidal suspension was synthesized by directly mixing zinc acetate (Zn(Ac)2'2H2O,

Aldrich) and lithium hydroxide (Li(OH).H2O, Wako) in ethanol with sonication for about 15 min at

273 K.3s'36 Upon the formation of ZnO nanoparticles in the solution, the solvent was subsequently

removed using a rotary evaporator. All chemicals were purchased from commercial sources

(Aldrich, Wako, and Nacalai Tesque) in the highest grade available and were used without further

purification.

The TiOz powder (P-25, Iapan Aerosil) used in this study is generously provided by the

manufacturer. This photocatalyst has a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of 50 m2g-r, a

primary particle size of about 20 nm, and a crystal structure of rutile (20%) and anatase (8A%).

For the photoluminescence (PL) quenching measurements, several aromatic sulfides and aliphatic

and aromatic amines were used as quenchers. Thioanisole (TA), p-methylthioanisole (TA-Me),

metlioxythioanisole (TA-OMe), and p-chlorothioanisole (TA-CI) were purchased from Tokyo

Chemical Industry and were used without further purification. 4-(Methylthio)phenylmethanol

(TA-CH2OH, Aldrich), l;4-phenylenediamine (PDA, Aldrich), and

{1/,M,M-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD, Aldrich) were purified by vacuum sublimation

before use. 4-(Methylthio)phenylacetic acid (TA-AcOH, Tokyo Chemical Industry) was

recrystallized from ethanol. Phenothiazine (Ptz, Tokyo Chemical Industry) was recrystallized from

toluene. 4-Phenylbenzoic acid (PBA, Tokyo Chemical Industry) was recrystalhzed from ethanol.

Aniline (Nacalai Tesque), TEA (Nacalai Tesque), triethanolamine (TEOA, Nacalai Tesque),

1,4-diazabicyclof2.2.2loctane (DABCO, Aldrich), sodium azide (NaN:, Nacalai Tesque), and

trichloroacetonitrile (TCA, Tokyo Chemical Industry) were used without further purification. Fresh

acetonitrile (CH:CN, Nacalai Tesque) was used as the solvent.

15



For the PL and time-resolved diffuse reflectance (TDR) measurements, sample suspensions

containing the powders (30 or 5 mg per I mL of solvent) were prepared and sonicated for 15 min.

The slurries in I mm optical cells were maintained in dark at room temperature until used.

Characterizations.

To confirm the crystal phase, morphology, and lattice pattern of the prepared nanoparticles, X-ray

diffraction (XRD) and TEM measurements have been performed using a Rigaku RINT2500 XRD

spectrometer using a Cu Kcr source and a Hitachi H-9000 instrument equipped with a tilting device

operated at 300 kV, respectively. Steady-state UV-visible absorption and diffuse reflectance spectra

were measured by UV-visible-NIR spectrophotometers (Shimadzu, UV-3100, and Jasco, V-570,

respectively). Reflectance data were transformed into a Kubelka-Munk function. Steady-state PL

spectra were measured by a Hitachi 850 fluorescence spectrophotometer. The sample temperature

was controlled with a liquid nitrogen optical cryostat (Oxford Instruments, DNl704) and a

temperature controller (Oxford Instruments, IC4) in a temperature range between 110 and 302 K.

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a Jasco 4100 FTIR spectrophotometer

equipped with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory.

Time-resolved Emission Measurements.

The emission lifetime measurements were performed using the third harmonic generation (355

nm, 5 ns full width at half maximum) from a Q-switched Nd3*/YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite

II-10) for the excitation operated by temporal control using a delay generator (Stanford Research

Systems, DG535). The photoluminescence (PL) was collected by a focusing lens and directed

through a grating monochromator (Nikon, G250) to a silicon avalanche photodiode detector

(Hamamatsu Photonics, S5343). The transient signals were recorded by a digitizer (Tektronix, TDS

580D). The reported signals are the averages of 200 or 300 events. The sample temperature was

controlled by circulating a mixture of ethylene glycol and water at a desired temperature around a

custom-made cell holder and was measured by a thermocouple probe.

The time-resolved emission spectra and decays in the nanosecond regime were measured by the

single photon counting method using a streak scope (Hamamatsu Photonics,C4334-01) equipped
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with a polychromator (Acton Research, SpectraProl50). An ultrashort laser pulse was generated

with a Tilsapphire laser (Spectra-Physics, Tsunami 3941 MIBB, fwhm 100 fs) pumped with a

diode-pumped solid-state laser (Spectra-Physics, Millnnia VIIIs). For excitation of the sample, the

output of the Tilsapphire laser was converted to THG (300 nm) with a harmonic generator

(Spectra-Physics, GWU-23 FL).

The decay curves were fitted using a nonlinear least-squares method with a multicomponent

decay law given by I(t): apxp(-th1) * a2exp1-tlrz) + "'+ anexp(-th). The average lifetime <r>

i=n |i=n
was then determined using the equation: < r >-Zo,ri lZo,r, .

l=l I i-l

Time-resolved Diffuse Reflectance (TDR) Measurements.

The TDR measurements were performed using the third harmonic generation (355 nm, 5ns

fwhm) from a Q-switched Nd3*/YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite II-10) for the excitation operated

by temporal control using a delay generator (Stanford Research Systems, DG535). The reflected

analyzing light from a pulsed 450 W Xe-arc lamp (Ushio, UXL-451-0) was collected by a focusing

lens and directed through a grating monochromator (Nikon, G250) to a silicon avalanche

photodiode detector (Hamamatsu Photonics, 55343). The transient signals were recorded by a

digitizer (Tektronix, TDS 580D). The reported signals are the averages of 30-100 events. The

percent absorption (% Abs) is determined using the equation: o/o Abs : (Ro - R)/R6 X 100,rs'r8

where R and R6 represent the intensities of the diffuse reflected monitor light with and without

excitation. respecti vely.
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Results and Discussion

Steady-state Spedtral Measurements of MOF-5_n and MOF-S-aq Powders.

MOF-5_n has been characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), TEM measurements. The powder

XRD patterns were identical to those reported elsewhere (Figure 2).32 Typical diameters of

MOF-S_n and MOF-5_aq were determined to be 40 and 150 nm, respectively, based on TEM

analysis (Figure 3). The other hands, TEM image and diffraction pattem of ZnO nanoparticles were

shown in Figure 4. .The average diameter is determined to be around 4 nm. ATR-FTIR spectra of

MOF-5_n and MOF-5_aq are displayed in Figure 5. The FTIR spectrum shows vibrational bands

between 1560 cm-l and 1376 cm-r characteristic for the asymmetric and symmetric stretching

Intensity (cps)

40ool

10      20      30      40      50
‐
                                       2o(degree)

Figure 2.Powder XRD pattenls obtained for freshly prepared MOF-5 nanoparticles(MOF-5n)

(a),MOF… 5 n exposed to ambient atmosphcre for a couplc ofdays(b),and Water― trcated MOF-5_n

(MOF-5_aq)(C).Astcrisks indicatc new peaks aftcr water treatmcnt.The bars arc the XRD pattem

for NIIOF-5.32              _

(103)

用は1:

Figure 3. TEⅣ I

(MOF-5_n, A)

(MOF-5_aq,B).

images of MOF-5

and water-treated

1111■ ● ||11191Ⅲ
ⅢI

Figure 4.TEⅣ l image of ZnO

nanoparticles. Insct sho、 vs thc

diffraction pattcm。

nanoparticle

1ヽ0F…5 n
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vibration of the carboxylic groups of the

benzene dicarboxylate coordinated to a

metal centre. The bands of MOF-5_aq in

the region of 3500-3200 .m-' are in

agreement with the framework strucfure of

adsorbed water.

The steady-state difhrse reflectance,

photoluminescence (PL), and PL

excitation spectra of the MOF-5_n powder

are shown in Figure 6 (solid lines). A strong

green emission at around 535 nm (ca. 2.3 eV)

was observed by the excitation at 350 nm for

MOF-5_n powder under ambient atmosphere

or in acetonitrile. The excitation spectrum

measured at fixed emission wavelength of

535 nm iS similar to the absorption band at

aroiind 350 nm. The biexponential curve

fitting of the temporal profile of the emission

gives an average ro (<ro>) of about-l 7zs for

dry powder (data not shown). In previous

4000 3500 3000 2000 1500 1000

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Figure 5. ATR-FTIR spectra of MOF-5_n

(a) and MOF-5-aq (b) powders.32

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
200 300 400 500 600

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6. Steady-state diffuse reflectance (a

and a'), emission (b and b'), and excitation (c

and c') spectra of MOF-5_n (solid lines) and

MOF-5_aq (broken lines) powders in

ambient atmosphere.
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work, it was suggested that the green emission of MOF-5_n originated from the photoinduced

electron transfer from the terephthalate antenna to the ZuOn cluster.r' The observed green

emission is quite similar to that for ZnO nanocrystals.rs-47 As is well-known, ZnO nanocrystals

exhibit a strong emission in the visible with a maximum at around 510-530 nm, which likely

originates from surface defects, such as ionizable oxygen vacancies (Voo, Vo', etc.)42'43 or zinc

vacancies (Yzn-, Yznz-, etc.)47'48 on the surface, although the structure and origin of these surface

defects all remain speculative. A key piece of data is given in the next section, which deals with the
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nature of luminescence transitions in MOF-5 andZnO nanoparticles.

Temperature Dependences of PL Characteristics: Comparison with ZnO Nanoparticles,

Figures 7 A and 78 show the PL spectra of MOF-5_n and ZnO powders, respectively, under N2

atmosphere at different temperatures. In general, a shorter PL lifetime at high temperatures becomes

longer at lower temperatures due to nonradiative decay paths that require thermal activation. On the

basis of a one-step quenching model, the temperature dependence of the PL intensity can be

expressed by the following equation,4e'50

I o'(T) : 10. (0) I (l + A' exp(- E^ I kBT)) (1)

where 1pr is the PL intensity, A is a constant, fre is Boltzmann's constant, I is the absolute

temperafure, and .Eu acts as a fitting parameter that can be obtained from the experimental curve.
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Figure 7. PL spectra of MOF-5_n (A) and ZnO (B) powders under N2 atmosphere at different

temperatures. Temperature dependences of the relative PL intensity (C) and fwhm (D) observed

for MOF-5_n (squares) and ZnO (triangles) powders. The error is within + l0%. The solid and

broken lines in panel C are best fits using eqs I and 2, respectively. The solid lines in panel D are

best fits using eq 3.



From the fitting result, as shown in Figure 7C,the du value is determined to be 80 meV for ZnO,

which is larger than that (40 t 10 meV) calculated using Dijken's dataaz obtained for a suspension

of nanocrystalline ZnO particles in ethanol and eq 1. At the present time, a quantitative comparison

is difficult because the experimental conditions (e.g., temperature range and excitation power

density) and sample properties (e.g., particle size) are quite different. However, we interpret this

energy as the energy required to release minority carriers (electrons) from the vicinity of defect sites,

most probably, oxygen vacancies, VsO and V6*, which are located at 50 and 190 meV below the CB

edge, respectively,aT responsible for the green emission.

On the other hand, interestingly, the PL intensity of MOF-5_n increases at temperafures of

110-170 K and then decreases at temperatures above 170 K. Such temperature dependence of the

PL intensity can be described by the following equation,sr

Irt(T) = 1or(0) l(l+ A'exp(-E" lkBT)) 'exp(-E" lkBT) (2)

where E. is the characteristic energy. From the fitting result, the Euand E" values are determined to

be 120 and 5 meV, respectively (Figure 7C and Table 2). The estimated E" is 1.5 times that of ZnO,

inferring that the thermal-induced detrapping of charges at the defect sites of MOF-5_n requires a

larger energy in the change of equilibrium bond lengths.a2'48 The E value of 5 meV is significantly

smaller than the energy difference between defects. At this moment, the origin is unclear. To

precisely estimate the activation energies for the MOF-5 emission, the spectra must be measured to

temperatures much higher (lower) than 300 K (l l0 K).

It should also be noted that the PL peak shifts toward lower energies with a decrease in

temperature accompanied by a remarkable increase in line width for MOF-5_n, whereas those shifts

toward higher energies occur with a decrease in temperature for ZnO (Figures 7A and B, see broken

lines). Broad absorption and emission spectra of deep defects in semiconductors are generally

attributed to a strong electron phonon interaction typical for localized centers. From the viewpoint

based on the configuration coordinate (CC) model,s2-55 the tendency observed for MOF-S_n

suggests that the transition responsible for the PL takes place between deeply trapped charges

つ
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(localized donor and acceptor levels). On the other hand, in the case of ZnO, the recombination

from the e- trapped in somewhat deeper traps to the trapped h- (h1,-) would result in a shift to lower

energies of the emission maximum by the thermal activation. Considering the fact that the particle

size of MOF-5_n is 10 times that of ZnO (Table 1), the efficient trapping (localization) of charges at

defects would be partially due to a large number of defects inside MOF-5 n nanoparticles.

Table 1. Particle Size of MOF-5, TiOz, and ZnO Powders and Surface Adsorption Properties of

TA-AcOH

materials d, nm BET surfac e area, mt$t Kua, K-t o h", mol g-l b

ⅣIOF-5n

MOF-5_aq

Ti02

ZnO

40

150

21

4

600(1.0)C

45(0.07)(

50(0.08)C

N/A

2x103

3x103

3 x 104

N/A

8x104(1.0)

3 x 10-4 (0.4)

3 x 10-4 (0.4)

N/A

" The equilibrium constants of adsorption for TA-AcOH obtained from Langmuir plots. The

experimental procedures are described in ref 2l.b The amount of saturated sites (r,) for TA-AcOH.

'Relative values.

Table 2.Fitting Paramctcrs for Tcttperature Depcndcnccs of the PL Intcnsity(/PL)and Lincwidth

(FWHM),and the Activation Free Energy Changc(△ G‡)fOr the HT to Phenothiazinc(PtZ)

Observed for ⅣIOF-5 n and ZnO POwders

materials Eu, meV u Er, meV b FWHM(0),mev` ttrttf , meY' A'Gi, eY d

Ⅳ10F… 5n   120± 15

ZnO 80± 15

5± 1

0

510± 20

510± 20

40± 10

25± 10

0.17± 0.02

0.11± 0.02

" See eq l. b See eq2.'See eq 3. 
d 

See eq l3 and text for details.
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According to the one-dimensional CC model,52-55 the temperature dependence of the fwhm of the

PL band is given by eq 3,

FWHM(r)=FWHM(0)

where ft is the Planck's constant divided by 2n and ai is the phonon frequency in the excited

statc.We detemined theべ valueS Of 40 and 25 meV for MOF-5 n and ZnO,respect市 cly

(Figure 7D and Table 2). Assuming that the numbers of phonons involved in the transitions are the

same for both systems, the larget cof; value obtained for MOF-5_n implies a larger intemal

reorganization energy, when compared with ZnO.

PL Quenching of MOF-S_n: Comparison with ZnO Nanoparticles.

To obtain the quantitative characteristics of the PL quenching process to allow comparison of

oxidation efficiency for the different compounds, Stern-Volmer experiments were carried out. In a

tlpical Stem-Volmer experiment, a powder is added into the solutions with various concentrations

of S as a quencher, and the decrease in the emission intensity is described by eq 4,

(3)

争・ =兵J則 (4)

where 16 is the initial emission intensity without S, .I is the emission intensity with added S of

concentration [S], and Ksv is the Stern-Volmer constant (which equals kruu ro, where kru' and h

(which equals 0.62 1ts for MOF-5-n powder suspended in acetonitrile) are the average quenching

rate constant and the lifetime in the absence of S, respectively). The determined frouu value is much

lower than the diffusion-controlled rate, -10r0 M-'r-', in the bulk solution (see below for details).

As shown in Figure 8, panels A and B, an almost linear relationship between lolI and [S] was

obtained for TA, whereas a saturation behavior was observed for TA-AcOH (Figure 8, panels C and

D). The quenching of MOF-5 emission by S can be analyzed by considering an equilibrium

between uncomplexed and complexed nanoparticles with S. Assuming that the quenching of

MOF-5 emission occurs only in the associated complex between MOF-5_n and S, the apparent

つ
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association constant (K") is given by eq 5,

Io-Ir*to((,
Io - I Io - I' K^(Io- 1')[S] (5)

where f is the initial emission intensity of the associated complex.lu,tu,tt

As shown in Figure 8D, the straighrline plot of Isl(Is - | and 1/[S] confirms the validity of the

equilibrium model, and the Ku value is determined to be 1900 + 300 M ' for TA-AcOH (Table l).

The determined apparent kou" values are plotted against the oxidation potential of the quencher

(E"") as shown in Figure 9. The values obtained for ZnO nanoparticle are also plotted for

comparison. The ftouu values increased with the decreasing Eo" of S, clearly indicating the HT from

the photoexcited MOF-5_n or ZnO nanoparticles to S. However, the kouu values for TA-AcOH and

TA-CH2OH, which are determined from the initial slope of the normal Stern-VoTmer and arc

denoted by open squares, deviate from the tendency obtained for other quenchers (see solid line),
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Figure 8. (A) PL spectra of MOF-5_n powder in the absence and presence of TA in acetonitrile.

(B) Stem-Volmer plot for TA. (C) PL spectra of MOF-5_n powder in the absence and presence of
TA-AcOH in acetonitrile. (D) Stern-Volmer plot for TA-AcOH. Inset indicates the reciprocal plot.
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suggesting the adsorption of S on the surface of MOF-5_n by the -COOH or -OH groups. The

efficient PL quenching is also observed for 4-phenylbenzoic acid (PBA), which has a high oxidation

potential (Eo* : +2.3 V vs NHE) (see Table 3).58

PDA TA―AcOH
Ptz           □

只
■

■

PDA
PABCO TA― CH20H

PBA
□

□

TEOA
▲

丁EA.＼A面‖ne
TA―OMe.＼ ▲

状_雉ヽ
丁A¨CI

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
E"_ (V vs NHE)

Figure 9. The relationship between Eo* and log ftouu obtained for MOF-5_n (squares) and ZnO

(triangles). The open squares, which are obtained for MOF-5_n, significantly deviate from the

tendency obtained for other quenchers due to the surface adsorption. The solid line is arbitrary.

Thdfrquu values are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Oxidation Potentials of S (Eo*) and Average PL Quenching Rate Constants (ftouu) Observed

for MOF-5 n and ZnO Nanoparticles

frquu, M-l g-l s

S fox,V vs NHE
MOF…5n ZnO

TMPD

PDA

DABCO

Ptz

TEOA

TEA

Anilinc

TA―OⅣIc

TA―CH3

TA

TA― CH20H

TA― Cl

TA―AcOH

PBA

+0.36'

+0.576 b

+0.g0 b

+0.93'

+1.14 b

+r.23 b

' t rr bf t.3z

+137'r

+1.49'l

+1.5g d

+1.59 "

+1.61't

+1.67 "

tz-)

4.1 x 108

6.6 x 108

2.0 x 108

4.2 x 108

1.5 x 107

3.5 x 106

5.6 x 106

1.5 x 106

1.1 x 106

4.8 x 10s

9.3 x 107

4.2 x l}s

7.9 x 108

1.8 x 108

N/A

2.6 x 108

N/A

3.0 x 108

N/A

9.3 x 10s

1.2 x 107

N/A

N/A

1.5 x 10"

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

α
 Refercncc 59.b Refercnce 60.`Refcrence 61.ノ Rcirence 62.´ Reference 20./Rcfcrence 58.g

EⅡor within±20%.
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355 nm Laser Flash Photolysis of MOF-S_n Powders.

To confirm the one-oxidation reaction of S, the TDR measurements were performed using a

nanosecond pulse laser. Figure 10 A shows the TDR spectra observed after the laser flash during the

355 nm laser photolysis (3 + 0.2 mJ pulse-r) of the MOF-5_n powders slurried in air-saturated

acetonitrile. A broad absorption band appeared after the laser flash on MOF-5_n in acetonitrile. The

overall spectral shape does not significantly change at a time of over 10 p (the bleaching at around

500-650 nm is due to the emission), and the lifetime reaches 100 ps (Figure 108). A recent transient

absorption study revealed that the transient absorption spectrum of the photogenerated e- appears in

the visible and near [R wavelength range.l2 On the basis of the fact that the PL signal decays to

almost zero at 5 ps, the observed transient species is considered to be more deeply trapped charge
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Figure 10. (A) TDR spectra observed at 5,20, and 50 ps after the laser flash during the 355 nm

laser photolysis of the MOF-5_n powder slurried in acetonitrile. (B) Normalized time profiles

observed at 550 (black) and 750 (gray) nm. (C) TDR spectra observed during the 355 nm laser

photolysis of the MOF-5_n powder slurried in acetonitrile in the presence of TA-AcOH (2 mM).

(D) Time profiles observed at 550 nm in the absence and presence of TA-AcOH.
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carriers. Because control experiments using Ar or Oz saturated suspensions showed that oxygen

molecules do not react with electrons (e ) on a microsecond scale, its only function is to scavenge e-

between the consecutive laser shots (10 Hz).

Figure 10C shows the TDR spectra obtained during the laser photolysis of MOF-5_n with the

355 nm light in the presence of TA-AcOH in acetonitrile. The transient absorption band at 450-650

nm immediately appears after the laser flash. The obtained TDR spectra were quite consistent with

that attributed to the radical cation of TA-AcOH (TA-AoOH'),20'zt strongly suggesting that the HT

from the photoexcited MOF-5_n to the adsorbed TA-AcOH occurs within microseconds after the

laser flash. The o/oAbs' - 0 values increased with the increasing concentration of TA-AcOH

indicating that S'* is generated by a bimolecular reaction between the photogenerated species in

MOF-5_n and the adsorbed TA-AcOH (Figure 10D).

According to the literafure,l2 MOF-5_n generates a valence band hole (huu*) and a conduction

bdnd electron (e6s-) during the band gap excitation (eq 6).

MOF-5_n * hv ---+ hve- * ece- (6)

These photogenerated carriers or trapped carriers (h,.* and e11-, respectively) participate in the

redox processes with S at the surface or inside the nanoparticle as described by eq 7.

500      600     700      800
Wavelength(nm)

400      500     600     700      800
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 11. (A) TDR spectra observed at 5,20, and 50 7.rs after the laser flash during the 355 nm

laser photolysis of the MOF-5_n powder slurried in acetonitrile in the presence of thioanisole

(TA) (1.4 M). The o- and n-type dimerradical cations (TAr'*)tt were observed. (B) TDR spectra

observed at 5, 20, and 50 1rs after the laser flash during the 355 nm laser photolysis of the

MOF-5_n powder slurried in acetonitrile in the presence of DABCO (0.1 M). The DABCO

radical cation (DABCO'.)63 was observed.
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hys* or ho* (e.r- or e6-) + S -+ S" (S'-) (7)

The Marcus theory describes that the free energy change for HT (AGur) from hys* in the

MOF-5-n particle to S is simply given by eq S,ze''o

△GHT― Eox― EvB (8)

where Eve is the potential of the valence band edge. Eve is reported to be +3.6 V vs NHE;''

therefore, TA-AcOH (Eo" : 1.67 V vs NHE)20 should be easily oxidized to give its corresponding

radical cation. The TDR spectra observed for other compounds, such as TA and DABCO, are given

in Figure I l.

One-electron Oxidation Efficiency: Comparison with TiOz Nanoparticles.

In the present experiments, it is possible to extract the relative change in the S'* concentration

from the initial signal intensity (%Abs/=o; due to the fact that the signal intensity was found to be

approximately proportional to the transient concentrations, although we cannot estimate the

absolute concentration of S'*. Figure 12 shows the relationship befween the amount of adsorbates

(nui andohAbs' =0obtained for TA-AcOH. The o/oAbJ -0 values are found to be approximately
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Figure 12. The relationship between the initial transient signal

550 nm and nu6 for TA-AcOH. The lines are arbitrary.
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proportional to the nad values in the present concentrations. It is noteworthy that a relatively high

generation yield of radical cations (about 1.3 times) was obtained for MOF-5_n, compared with that

for a P-25 TiO2 photocatalyst, which is the most common photocatalyst.2e Considering that the

absorbances at 355 nm are 0.28 and 1.5 for MOF-5_n and P-25 TiO2 powders in acetonitrile,

respectively, the oxidation efficiency, that is, the ratio of the amount of generated radical cations to

the absorbed photons, obtained for MOF-5_n is significantly higher than that for P-25 TiOz. In

addition, a longer half-time for charge recombination (over 50 ps) was observed for MOF-5_n,

compared with that for P-25 TiO2 (about 5 ps). The observed time profiles cannot fit with a simple

single-exponential decay function. For TiOz nanoparticles, the nonexponential decay profile of the

recombination can be explained using the model of recombination kinetics based on detrapping

from deep traps.2l'64 On the basis of the hypothesis, the observed long half-time for MOF-S_n

implies that the charge recombination rate is limited by the motion of electrons in the particles,

because TA-AcOH'* is localized at the surface.2l Also note that the formation of long-lived

intermediates, such as radical cations, should improve the quantum yield for degradation.6s

Temperature Dependence of Hole Transfer Kinetics.

The temperature-dependent kinetics of electron transfer is characterized in semiclassical Marcus

theory with two important parameters: the driving force (-AG) and the reorganization energy (2).30

The activation free energy change (AGI) involved in the HT was also confirmed for the HT system

of MOF-5_n or ZnO and phenothiazine (Ptz) in acetonitrile by the temperature dependence of kou"

(Figure 13, panels A-C). Neglecting the contribution of activation entropy (nSl), the AGI values are

determined to be 0.17 +0.02 and 0.11 + 0.02 eV for MOF-5_n andZnO, respectively, from the

plots shown in Figure 13D. In the next section, we have discussed the reaction mechanisms in

detail.

One-electron Oxidation Mechanisms.

Using steady-state approximation and several assumptions, one can obtain the overall fro using eq

g,uu

30



1        1       1
-― =一 十 一

亀 れi∬  礼
(9)

where frain and ku are the diffusion- and the activation energy controlled HT reaction rate constants,

respectively. The ku can be calculated using the Jortner and Bixon formalism, which treats the

vibrational high-frequency modes quantum mechanically as given by eq 1O,'o'ut

たa=脇 /(r)2ブ

lliFC(ノ
A)FC(ノD)× eXp{―

                         }      (10)

where ft is Planck's constant divided by 2a l" is the solvent reorganization energy) johvo (: bv,o)

and j6hv6(: lv,t) are the intramolecular reorganization energies for the hole donor and acceptor,

respectivelyi AGH1 is the free energy change of the HT reaction; and V(d) is the electronic coupling

0'0 0'1 
r3#r tr?'frr 

o o 0'5 3'0 t'' ,,0'r7't^\ 3'6 3'8

Figure 13. (A) PL decays of MOF-5_n powder in acetonitrile. (B) PL decays of MOF-5_n

powder in the absence and presence of Ptz in acetonitrile obtained at 298 K. The lines indicate the

results fitted by a biexponential function. (C) Ptz concentration dependence of PL decay rates

(touru") observed for the MOF-5_n powder in acetonitrile at diflerent temperatures. (D)

Temperature dependence of the PL quenching rates (kouu) by Ptz obtained for MOF-5_n (squares)

and ZnO nanoparticles (triangles).
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element between hole donor and acceptor dependent on the distance between these species (dpa) as

given by .q I 1,ut

( 0. .l. v(d,o) = 4 "*p1 -L(doo - 4) | (11)

where rsand16a,re the radii of the hole donor and acceptor, respectively. The permittivity constant

ofa vacuum and the refractive index and dielectric constant ofthe solvent are represented by €0, hD,

and e, respectively (n : | .344 and t : 37 .5 for acetonitrile at 293 K).

With the assumption that two parabolas along a reaction coordinate, which represent the free

energy curves of reactant and product states, have the same curvature, the AGf is given by eq 13.30

AGi = 
(2+ LG')2

42

0,5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
-lGr_ (eV)

Figure 14. -A,Gsr dependence of the ftoou rates from the photoexcited MOF-5_n (squares) to S in

acetonitrile. The solid line (squares) represents the fro values calculated with 7o:1.2 eY and dot
: 1.0 nm. The broken (a) and dotted (a') lines represent those calculated with hD: 0.9 and 1.5 eY

respectively (dot: 1.0 nm). The broken (b) and dotted (b') lines represent those calculated with

dot :0.9 and 1.1 -nm, respectively Qo: 1.2 eV). The frouu rates from the photoexcited ZnO

(triangles) to S in ethanol (no: 1.36 and e:24.55) are also shown. The solid line (triangles)

represents the /ro values calculated with 2o : 0.45 eV and dot : 1.0 nm. The charge

recombination (CR) rates would fall in the order of 104 s-' for the MOF-5_n system (gray-colored

region).
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According to the semiclassical Marcus equation,so ku canbe described by eq 14.

Цばり=h{%ツ:|―手 (14)

In the former section, we determined the AGi value of 0.17 + 0.02 eV for the HT system of

MOF-5_n andPtz. Considering the h6* with a potential of +2.8 V versus NHE as a hole donoq we

obtain a AG value of -1.9 eV for Ptz(Eo*: +0.83 V vs NHE). Using eqs 10-12 and taking )v,e.:

0.25 eY for S'68-70 radii of 0.20 and 0.45 nm for the Z4O(CO)6 cluster (the averag e Zn-O distance)

(rp)7r and Ptz (r,'), respectively; and dox: 1.0 nm; we have calculated the l"s and )"y,p values of 2.0

and 1.2 eV, respectively, from the relationship of 2totut : lv,o * ly,s ) ls.

On the other hand, the fr61s value is obtained from the Smoluchowski expression as given by eq

15,

κdi∬ =4π 」N(DD+DA)グDA (15)

where Dp and Dn are the self-diffusion coefficients of the oxidizing species and S, respectively.uu Itt

the case of the HT reactio n at the MOF-5 surface, because Do , D a., we obtained the ftain value of 9

x 10e M-rs-t from eq 15. This value is approximately half of that (2 x 10r0 M-ls-') calculated for the

HT reaction in the bulk acetonitrile solution at room temperature.66

Overall, the kinetic data givea reasonable fit to eq 10 with Zo: 100 cm-';7t p: l0 nm-';t' bv,a.(:

j&vn):0.25 eVfor 5'68-70 bv,o(: johr.b): l.2eY;the average frequency v6and lb of 1500 cm-r,

which is typical of carbon-carbon skeletal vibrations and the asymmetric and symmetric modes of

carboxylates'6e'70'71 radii of 0.20 and 0.35 nm for the ZwO(COz)6 cluster (the average Zn-O

distance) (rp)7r and S (ra), respectively; and do,+:1.0 nm, as shown by a solid line in Figure 14. On

the other hand, for ZnO nanoparticles, the -AGH1 dependence of fruouu is well-reproduced by

adapting the h6' with a potential of +2.35 V versus NHE as a hole donor, which is calculated from

the Evs of +3.15 V-versus NHE37'75 and the potential of a trapped site (+0.8 eV above the Eys),47

and using the same parameters set for Vo, f , rrr, rD, dDA, and 2y.s, and Zv,o : 0.45 eV and ,).s : 1.9

eV. It is noteworthy that the Zvo value for MOF-5_n is significantly higher than those for various



aromatic compounds (0.2-0.3.V),ut'un a hydrated electron (-0 eV),76 and a hydroxyl radical (-0

ev).tu In addition, tha 71661 of 3.45 eV is 1.2 times that (2.80 eV) determined for the ZnO

system.77'78 It seems that the large hy,s value of the HT process results from a significant structural

change in the metal-ligand distances, force constants, and angles of the defects.Te Mattesini et al.

have used ab initio density function theory to predict the elastic properties of MOF-5 and concluded

that MOF-5 is actually not an exceptionally rigid material.8O Such flexibility of the MOF strucfure

might induce the collective reorganizationprocess of h*-trapping sites in nanoparticles. Meanwhile,

for semiconductor nanoparticles, the 2s value would be very low because the solvation process at

the surface should be inhibited due to the crystalline strucfure in which close packed layers of atoms

or ions are stacked. On the other hand, in the case of MOF-5_n, the solvent molecules can easily

access the vicinity of defect sites located in the interior region and at the surface of the

nanoparticles.tt't'According to the above calculation and assuming that S'o recombines with the e1.-

at the defect state with a potential of around +0.5 to +1.0 V versus NHE38'47 and a similar ).y value,

the charge recombination (CR) rates would fall in the order of 104 s-r for the MOF-5_n/TA-AcOH

system (gray-colored region). This might be one of the possible reasons why the lifetime of S'* is

over 50 ps.83

Influence of Adsorbed Water.

The zinc-based MOFs are water sensitive, losing their high surface area after prolonged exposure

to humid atmosphere. Therefore, it is very important to examine the influence of adsorbed water

molecules on the interfacial charge transfer processes at the surface of MOF-5 for the technological

applications of MOFs.

Meanwhile, water molecules could easily penetrate the pores and disrupt the framework because

Zn ions interact with water molecules through nonbonded (electrostatic and van der Waals)

interactions.t'-to Exposure of a freshly prepared sample of MOF-5_n to humid atmosphere for two

days resulted in the appearance of new peaks, for example, 20: 8.8o, in the powder X-ray

diffraction pattern, indicating a complete conversion to a second phase (Figure 2;.31 On other hand,

for the water-treated MOF-5_n powder (MOF-5_aq, see Experimental Methods for details),



additional new peaks at20:8.1o and 16.3'are clearly observed. A significant difference in the

particle size and the emission and excitation spectra, compared to those of MOF-S_n, also suggests

that the MOF crystal morphology is changed by exposure to water (Figures 3 and 6). By the

addition of a small amount of water, the emission is changed to a blue emission at around 440 nm

(2.8 eV), and the lifetime is reduced to about 5 ns (Figures 15 and 16). It is considered that the

observed blue emission results from

the following origins: (l) the

surface-state emission (peak

wavelength: 430-440 nm) originated

from the defects on the particles,8a

interstitial zinc,ss OH- groups at the

surface of the particles,86 or the

interface states related to the surface

bonded molecules;87-8e (2) room

temperature phosphorescence of
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terephthalate;e0 or (3) fluorescence of OH-adducts, that is, 2-hydroxyerephthalate.el

To confirm the origin of the blue emission, the emission and excitation spectra and lifetimes of

terephthalate and 2-hydroxyterephthalate in alkaline water were measured at room temperature. As

shown in Figures 17 and 18, the peakwavelengths of 410 and 427 nm and the lifetimes of 8 and l0
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Figure 15. Change of emission spectra of
MOF-5_n slurried in acetonitrile (1 mL) by the

addition of water.
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Figure 16. (a) Steady-state PL spectrum of MOF-5_aq in acetonitrile. (b) PL decays obtained for

MOF-5_aq in acetonitrile in the absence and presence of TEA.
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ns were obtained for terephthalate and 2-hydroxyterephthalate, respectively. The possibility of

2-hydroxyterephthalate would be ruled out by the fact that a high reactivity with TEA as well as the

spectral characteristics are quite different from those of the blue emission of MOF-5_aq (Figures 15

and 16). It was also reported that a strong blue emission was observed for ZnO nanoparticles capped

with amines. such as diethanolamine.se

A
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00
200 250   300   350   400   450   500

Wavdength(nm)
20      40      60      80

Time(ns)

Figure 17. (A) Steady-state absorption, fluorescence, and phosphorescence spectra of

terephthalate in alkaline water ([NaOH] : 2 mM). (B) Fluorescence decays obtained for

terephthalate in alkaline water ([NaOH] : 2 mM) in the absence and presence of TEA. Inset

shows the TEA concentration dependence of the observed decay rates (k 6.).
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Figure 18. (A) Steady-state fluorescence ()."*:315 nm) and fluorescence excitation ()"" :430

nm) spectra of the solution of terephthalate in alkaline water ([NaOH] :2 mM) before and after

UV inadiation. (B) Fluorescence decays obtained for terephthalate in alkaline water after UV

irradiation, i.e., 2-hydroxyterephthalate, in the absence and presence of TEA. Inset shows the

TEA concentration dependence of the observed decay rates (kou.).
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For OH adducts, 2-hydroxyterephthalate seems to be generated from the bimolecular reactions

between terephthalate and 'OH radicals, which might be formed during the photoirradiation of

MOF-S_aq powder, for example, hve* * surface-bound OH- -+ 'OH. However, this possibility is

unlikely because no significant increase or blue-shift was observed during the UV irradiation of

MOF-5_aq powder (Figure 19). From these findings, we speculate that the blue emission originates

from the adsorbate-induced transitions, most probably due to OH groups or terephthalic acid

(Scheme 1). The MOF-5 structure changes upon addition of water to form a different solid, and

Figure 19. Steady-state PL (.tr",:315 nm)

and PL excitation (7" :440 nm) spectra of
MOF-5_aq powder slurried in acetonitrile

before and after UV irradiation.

400

Wavelength (nm)

+ S hu - MoF-S(e-)+ s.*

'"'zn H.o hv

",1i\-2"-o" +S terephthalate'-+S'*

a/""J"-".i-^
Y"'Y\-' ?o
yo oy

hYdrated MOF-S

SCHEME 1: Photoinduced One-Electron Oxidation of S on Unhydrated (A) and Hydrated (B)

MOF-5 Nanoparticles
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consequently, the photophysical and photochemical properties change.

According to the literature, (Zn+OXBpC): is partially decomposed to give the hydrated structure

of MOF-5 as given by eq 16.33

(Zn+OXBDC)3 + 4H2O - l(ZuOXH2O)1(BDC)rl'* + BDC2- (16)

Figure 20A shows the TDR spectra observed after the laser flash during the 355 nm laser

photolysis (3 + 0.2 mJ pulse-r) of the MOF-5_aq powder slurried in air-saturated acetonitrile. A

strong absorption band with two maxima around 480 and 740 nm was observed, and these peaks

decayed with the same kinetics (Figure 208), although we could not assign these peaks at the

present stage.
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Figure 20. (A) TDR spectra observed at 5,20, and 50 ps after the laser flash during the 355 nm

laser photolysis of the MOF-5_aq powder slurried in acetonitrile. (B) Normalized time profiles

observed at 550 (solid line) and 750 (dash line) nm. (C) TDR spectra observed during the 355

nm laser photolysis of the MOF-5_aq powder slurried in acetonitrile in the presence of TEA (0.1

M). (D) Time profiles observed at 560 nm during the 355 nm laser photolysis of the MOF-5_aq

powder slurried in acetonitrile in the presence of TEA with and without trichloroacetonitrile

(TCA) as an electron scavenger.
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To examine the photoinduced charge-transfer reactions, several experiments were performed as

follows: (l) the laser flash photolysis of MOF-5_aq in the presence of an electron donor, that is,

TEA in acetonitrile, and (2) the laser flash photolysis of MOF-5_n in the presence of an electron

acceptor, that is, methyl viologen (MVt*) in water.

Experiment I shows an absorption band with a peak at around 550 nm, which could be assigned

to the terephthalic acid radical anion,e2'e3 suggesting the electron transfer between the photoexcited

MOF-5_aq and TEA. This absorption is efficiently quenched by the addition of TCA (the reduction

potential, E 
"a, 

is -0.09 V vs NHE)ea as an electron acceptor. Experiment 2 also shows a broad

absorption band with a peak at around 600 nm assigned to MV'*,e5 indicating the electron transfer

from the photoexcited MOF-5_aq to MV:* (Figure 2l andref 12).If terephthalate ion is partially

dissociated from the MOF structure by the adsorption of water molecules, the excited triplet state of

terephthalate should be involved in the redox reactions with S (Scheme 1). Using the excited triplet

energy level of terephthalate, which is estimated to be +3.36 eV from the crossover of the

absorption and phosphorescence (Figure l7), the Eo* values of +2.17e6'e7 and +1.23 V60 for

terephthalate and TEA, respectively, the 8,.6 values of -1.69e8 and -0.445 Vee for terephthalate and

MVt*,'respectively (all values vs NHE), and the work term of +0.05 eV,78 one can calculate the free

energy change for an electron transfer (AGar) of -0.82 and -0.26 eV for the one-electron oxidation

and reduction of terephthalate, respectively. Thus, it is energetically possible that the reaction
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Figure 21. (A) TDR spectra observed at 0.5, 5, and 30 ps after the laser flash during the 355 nm

laser photolysis of the MOF-5_n powder slurried in water (pH 7) in the presence of methyl

viologen (MVt*) (10 mM). The solid line indicates the absorption spectrum of MV'* in water.es

(B) Time traces observed at 605 and 750 nm in the absence and the presence of MV2* (10 mM).
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proceeds to yield the charge separated state.

Conclusions

We have investigated the nature of luminescence transitions in MOF-5 nanoparticles (MOF-5-n)

and the interfacial charge transfer from the photoexcited MOF-5_n to the surface adsorbates.

Basically, the transition responsible for the green emission of MOF-5 is similar to that of ZnO.

However, there are significant differences in the temperature dependences of the PL intensity

change and peak-energy shift and in the activation energies for the thermal quenching or activation

processes. From the steady-state and time-resolved PL measurements, the bimolecular reaction rates

between the photoexcited MOF-5_n and S, such as aromatic sulfides and amines, were determined.

The one-electron oxidation reaction of S during the 355 nm laser flash photolysis of MOF-5_n in

acetonitrile was directly examined using TDR spectroscopy. The relatively high oxidation efficiency,

which is evaluated from the relationship between the amount of adsorbates and the concentration of

S'*, was obtained for MOF-5_n, compared with that of the P-25 TiOz photocatalyst. It should be

noted that S'* generated in the MOF-5 system has a significant long lifetime of over 50 pzs. The

long-lived intermediates should enhance the quantum yield for degradation.

The theoretical calculation based on the Marcus theory on the electron transfer reactions revealed

that a relatively low HT rate and a long lifetime of S'* obtained for the MOF-5 system are ascribed

to the larger )" value (lu,o: 1.2 + 0.3 eV for the MOF-5_n th,.*;/MOF-5_n couple), contrary to

semiconductor nanoparticles, such as ZnO and TiOz. It is believed that the flexibility of the MOF

structure and the accessibility of solvent molecules into the porous structure play important roles in

overall reorganization of the charge transfer system.

Moreover, the influence of adsorbed water on the photoinduced reaction processes of MOF-5_n

was examined. Although the spectral assignment is incomplete, the electron transfer reactions with

S were observed during the 355 nm laser flash photolysis of water-treated MOF-5_n (MOF-5_aq)

powder in acetonitrile. It was concluded that the excited triplet state of terephthalate, which is

dissociated from the MOF structure, is involved in the redox processes.

40



Our findings provide valuable insights into the charge transfer processes, especially, the

one-oxidation reaction of organic compounds, upon the photoexcitation of MOF materials.

However, the ultrafast dynamics of charge trapping and transfer at the interface are still unclear.
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Chapter 2

Europium-Based Metal-Organic Framework as a Photocatalyst

Abstract

Lanthanide-based metal-organic frameworks (Ln-MOFs) are fascinating because of their

versatile coordination geometry unique luminescent and magnetic properties, and possible high

framework stability to water. We synthesized nanosized europium-based MOF (Eu-MOF) particles

and investigated the photoinduced electron transfer between the excited Eu-MOF nanoparticles and

various organic compounds, such as aromatic sulfides and amines. From the time-resolved emission

measurements, the bimolecular quenchin g rate constants of luminescence from the Eu3* ions in the

MOF framework by electron donors were determined and explained in terms of the Marcus theory

of electron-transfer reactions. Furthermore, spatially resolved emission quenching images obtained

by confocal fluorescence microscopy revealed that small (large) quencher molecules quickly

(slowly) and homogeneously (inhomogeneously) penetrate microsized Eu-MOF crystals. These

observations led us confidently to assume the possibility that Eu-MOFs work as a size-selective

photocatalyst for the one-electron oxidation of organic compounds.

Introduction

Metal-organic fiameworks (MOFs) have attracted significant research interest because their

widely tunable topology makes for numerous applications, such as gas storage, catalysis,

separations.drugdelivery. and sensors.''Co-pured to classical solid-state catalysts such as zeolites.

MOFs with a variety of pore sizes and functions can be easily built by choosing the constituent

metals and bridgin g organic linkers. In addition, upon photoexcitation of organic linkers or metal

clusters, MOFs 'can act as a charge-carrier transporting system.t On the basis of this concept, we

recently investigated the photoinduced charge-transfer process between excited MOF-5

nanoparticles and organic compounds by using time-resolved emission and diffuse reflectance
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spectroscopies.a However, the slight exposure of Zn-based MOFs, such as MOF-5, to the ambient

atmosphere or residual water in the solvent remarkably lowers their photocatalytic activity because

of the destruction of the pore structur"..t't Lanthanide-based metal-organic frameworks (Ln-MOFs),

in particular, Tb3* and Eu3*, are fascinating because of their versatile coordination geometry unique

luminescent and magnetic properties, and possible high framework stability to water.6'7 Ln-MOFs

are also attractive because the organic linker can serve as an antenna that sensitizes the lanthanide

emission. Recently, several Ln-MOFs with interesting photophysical properties, of which

luminescence is coupled to porosity, have been reported.6 Nevertheless, there are no precedent

studies to evaluate detailed mechanisms of photophysical and photochemical reactions for

Ln-MOFs. A fuither understanding of the photoinduced redox processes on the Ln-MOFs should

lead to novel developments of efficient photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical systems with

chemical specificity.

In this chapter, we report systematic studies of interfacial electron transfer between photoexcited

europium-based MOF (Eu-MOF) particles and various organic compounds, such as aromatic

sulfides and amines, adsorbed on the surface and trapped inside the pores of the MOF structure
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SCHEME l. Proposed Photocatalytic Mechanism of an Eu-MOF Nanoparticle. The Symbols

Represent the [EuOe] Polyhedra. The Black and White Circles Represent Eu3* and Eu2* Ions. S is

the Organic Substrate (Electron Donor).
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(Scheme l). To increase both the surface area and pore volume of MOFs, we choose the

1,3,5-benzenetribenzoate (BTB) ligand as a linker.t'8 We also select the Eul* ion as the constituent

metal because Eu3* has a very low reduction potential (8,.a : Eu3*/Eu2*; : -0.:S V vs NHE)e and

the resultant Eu2* ion can be reoxidized to its initial state by various oxidants such as Oz and

HrOr.'o'" Time-resolved spectroscopic methods as well as confocal microscopy are utilized to

clarify the reaction dynamics of the excited Eu3* ions in the Eu-MOF with the organic compounds.

Experimental Methods

Materials.

Nanosized and microsized Eu-MOF were synthesized according to the procedures reported in

literature with some modifications.5't In a typical method for nanosized Eu-MOF synthesis,

triethylamine (TEA) (160 pL 1.15 mmol, Aldrich,) was very slowly added to 40 mL methanol

(Nacalai Tesque) solution containing Eu(N03)3.5H2O (0.2 g, 0.47 mmol, Aldrich) and

1,3,5-tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene (H3BT8,0.2 g,0.46 mmol, Tokyo Chemical Industry). The

mixture was allowed to stand for 2 h at room temperature, and precipitated solid product was

collected by centrifugation, washed six times with methanol, and then dried in an oven for 12 h at

363 K.

Microsized Eu-MOF was synthesized by the following procedure.8 Ferdy group already reported

its synthesis and named it as MOF, MIL-103 (MIL: Materials Institute Lavoisier), but we denoted

it as microsized Eu-MOF in the text.8 Eu(NO3)3.5HzO (0. I g, 0.23 mmol) and H:BTB (0.10 g, 0.23

mmol) were placed in a 50 mL vial. Water (6 mL) and 0.5 mL of a 2 M NaOH solution were added,

and the mixture stirred at room temperafure. After 2 min, warrn (T = 40'C) cyclohexanol (6 mL)

was added and the biphasic mixture was stined for 10 min. The vial was heated to 100 oC and kept

at this temperafure for 5 days. After cooling, the powder was washed several times with methanol

and dried in an oven for 12 h at 363K. The TiOz powder (P-25, Japan Aerosil) used in this sfudy is

generously provided by the manufacturer. This photocatalyst has a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)

surface area of 50 m2 g-1, a primary particle size of about 20 nm, and a crystal structure of rutile
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(20 %) and anatase (80 %).

Commercial sources of aromatic sulfides and aliphatic and aromatic amines were used as electron

donors after purification before experiments as follows. {{NlN'-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine

(TMPD, Aldrich) was purified by vacuum sublimation. Phenothiazine (Ptz, Tokyo Chemical

Industry) was recrystallized from toluene. Triethylamine (TEA, Aldrich),

1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2loctane (DABCO, Aldrich), triphenylamine (Aldrich), 2,4,6-triphenylaniline

(Aldrich), 4-(methylthio)phenylmethanol (TA-CH2OH, Aldrich), thioanisole (TA, Tokyo Chemical

Industry), 4-methylthioanisole (TA-Me, Tokyo Chemical Industry) and 4-methoxythioanisole

(TA-OMe, Tokyo Chemical Industry) were used without further purification. Fresh acetonitrile

(CH3CN, Nacalai Tesque) was used as the solvent.

For the time-resolved emission and absorption measurements, sample suspensions containing the

powders (8 mg per 40 mL solvent) were prepared and sonicated for 30 min. The suspensions in I

cm optical cells were kept under dark condition at room temperature until used.

Characterizations.

To confirm the crystal phase and morphology of the prepared Eu-MOF particles, powder XRD

and TEM measurements were performed by using a Rigaku RINT2500 XRD spectrometer with a

Ctr Kcr source and a Hitachi H-9000 instrument equipped with a tilting device operating at 300 kV,

respectively. SEM images were also obtained with a Hitachi S-2150 instrument. Steady-state

UV-visible absorption and diffrrse reflectance spectra were measured with UV-visible-NIR

spectrophotometers (Shimadzu, UV-3100, and Jasco, V-570, respectively). Steady-state emission

spectra were measured by a Hitachi 850 fluorescence spectrophotometer. Measurements for the gas

adsorption isotherms of Nz Q7 K) were performed using BELSORP-mini II volumetric adsorption

equipment from BEL Japan.

Photocatalytic Efficiency Measurement of Eu-MOF and P-25 TiO2.

I cm x I cm quartz cell containing Ar saturated acetonitrile solutions (2 mL) of TMPD ( l0 mM)

with photocatalytic agents of either Eu-MOF nanoparticles or P-25 TiO2 (5 mg mL-r; was irradiated

by a 120 W high-pressure Hg lamp (Asahi Spectra, REX- 120) equipped with a bandpass filter (365
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+ 5 nm) for l0 min. After the photoirradiation, the photocatalytic particles remained in solution

were completely removed by filtration using a PTFE filter (Whatman,0.1 ,ron).The absorbance

changes in UV-visible absorption spectra of the resultant solutions before and after irradiation were

used to estimate the relative photocatalytic efficiency between the two different agents.

Time-Resolved Emission Measurements.

The emission lifetime measurements were performed using the third harmonic generation (355

nm, 5 ns fwhm, 20 mJ pulse-r; from a Q-switched Ndr*:YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite II-10) for

the excitation operated by temporal control using a delay generator (Stanford Research Systems,

DG535). The emission from the sample was collected by a focusing lens and dispersed by a grating

monochromator (Nikon, G250), and then detected by a silicon avalanche photodiode detector

(Hamamatsu Photonics, S5343). The transient signals were averaged with 2000 events by a digitizer

(Tektronix, TDS 580D) and fed into personal computer (PC) for further analysis. The decay curves

were fitted using a nonlinear least-squares method with a multicomponent decay law given by I(t):

arexp(-tlxt) + a2exp(-tltt) + "' + anexP(-th"). The average lifetime <t> was then determined usino

i=n /i=n
the equation: 1r )=Lo,r, lZo,r, .

i=l I i-I

Transient Absorption Measurements.

The transient absorption measurements were performed using the third-harmonic generation (355

nm, 5 ns frvhm, l0 mJ pulse-l; from a Q-switched Nd3*:YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite II-10) for

the excitation operated by temporal control using a delay generator (Stanford Research Systems,

DG535). The analyzing light from a pulsed 450 W Xe arc lamp (Ushio, UXL-451-0) was collected

by a focusing lens and directed through a grating monochromator (Nikon, G250) to a silicon

avalanche photodiode detector (Hamamatsu Photonics, S5343). The transient absorption spectrum

was obtained at the probe wavelength by scanning the monochromator. The transient signals at

different wavelengths were also recorded by a digitizer (Tektronix, TDS 580D). The reported

signals are the averages of200 events.

Confocal Fluorescence Images Measurements.



Well-dispersed methanol suspensions of the microsized EuMOF samples were spin-coated on

cleaned cover glasses and annealed at 363 K for 30 min to immobilize the particles on the surface.

Confocal fluorescence images were taken on an objective-scanning confocal microscope system

(PicoQuant, MicroTime 200) based on an inverted microscope (Olympus, IX-71). The samples

were excited through an oil objective (Olympus, UAPON 15OXOTIRF) with a 405 nm continuous

wave laser (PicoQuant, LDH-D-C-405) controlled by a PDL-8008 driver (PicoQuant), and

emission was collected with the same objective and detected by a single photon avalanche

photodiode (Micro Photon Devices, PDM 50CT) through a dichroic beam splitter and a bandpass

fi lter (Semrock, FF0 I - 615 124-25).

Results and Discussion

Steady-state Spectral Measurements of Eu-MOF Powders.

It was found that synthesized Eu-MOF nanoparticles have a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)

surface area of 1001 m2 g-t, a pore volume of 0.50 cffi'g-1, and a pore diameter of 2nm. Powder

X-ray difkaction (XRD) pattems of both samples were almost identical to those reported elsewhere

(Figure l).' The morphological and structural features of the nanosized and microsized Eu-MOF

particles were sfudied by using transmissron

electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) and were found

to have a rodlike shape (Figure 2). TEM and

SEM images also show that nanosized

Eu-MOF particles have a length of ca. 200

nm and a width of ca. 50 nm (Figure 2A)

and microsized particles have lengths in the

range of 2-5 prn (Figure 2B).

Figure 3 exhibits the steady-state

UV-visible diffuse reflectance, emission, and
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Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns

obtained from synthesized Eu-MOF

nanoparticles (A) and microparticles

(B).
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ambient atmosphere at room temperature. When the BTB ligands of Eu-MOF are selectively

excited at 285 nm, one can observe the characteristic emission spectral features of Eu3* ions at 593

615, 653, and 698 nm, which are ascribed to the tDo -- tF,, tDo ---r 7F2, tDo --- 7F3, and tDu --- tFo

transitions, respectively.6 lt should be noted that no emission from the ligands was observed in the

present wavelength region.s These observations strongly suggest that the excitation energy

蝙‖隋 |

Figure 2. TEM image of Eu-MOF nanoparticles (A) and

microparticles (B).

SEM image of Eu-MOF
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Figure 3. Steady-state diffuse reflectance (a), emission (b, excitation at 285 nm), and excitation (c,

emission collected at 615 nm) spectra of nanosized Eu-MOF powders in the ambient atmosphere.
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harvested in the BTB ligands is efficiently transferred to Eu3* ions.

The Electron Trahsfer between the Photoexcited Eu-MOFs and Organic Compounds.

We first introduced N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD) into an acetonitrile

suspension of Eu-MOF nanoparticles. Because TMPD has a very low oxidation potential of +0.36

V versus NHEI2 and its oxidized form (TMPD'*) causes a visible color change from colorless to

blue,l3 one can easily recognize the intermolecular electron-transfer reaction in the above system.

As demonstrated in the inset of Figure 4, the color of the suspension containing Eu-MOF and

TMPD changes to blue after UV irradiation (365 nm, 50 mW "--t; fot 10 min (b), whereas the

solutions without Eu-MOF or TMPD result in no detectable change in solution color (a). The

absorption spectrum clearly exhibits strong absorption bands at 565 and 614 nm after irradiation of

the sample solution containing Eu-MOF and TMPD, which are in good agreement with those of

TMPD'* (b in Figure 4).r3 This fact assumes that the irreversible electron-transfer process takes

place lrom TMPD molecules (electron donor) to the photoexcited Eu-MOF (electron acceptor) in

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00
200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4. Steady-state UV-visible absorption spectra of TMPD (10 mM) in Ar-saturated

acetonitrile before (a) and after UV irradiation for 10 mi4 in the presence of Eu-MOF (b) or

P-25 TiO2 (c) nanoparticles. The inset shows the photographs of the optical cells containing the

TMPD solutions in the absence (a) and presence of Eu-MOF (b) or P-25 TiOz (c) nanoparticles

after UV irradiation for 10 min. The chemical structure of TMPD is also shown.
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solution. When the Eu-MOF is replaced with a standard TiO2 photocatalyst, P-25 (Japan Aerosil),

and the sample is irradiated under the same conditions, the change in the solution color was not

significant as compared with that of the reactant solution. This is consistent with the fact that TMPD

molecules are more effectively adsorbed on the surfaces of Eu-MOF nanoparticles than are TiOz

nanoparticles (BET surface area is ca. 50 -' g-', Figure 5).

To elucidate the reaction dynamics of excited Eu-MOF nanoparticles quantitatively, the emission

decay profiles were measured at 615 nm by nanosecond time-resolved spectroscopy with a pulsed

Nd3':YAG laser (with a wavelength of 355 nm). Figure 64' shows the emission decay profiles of

Eu-MOF nanoparticles in the absence and presence of 4-methoxythioanisole (TA-OMe) in

acetonitrile. The measured emission decay profiles cannot be fit with single-exponential decay

function, suggesting that Eur* ions have rather complicated relaxation dynamics between many

0.0
200 300 350

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5. UV-visible absorption spectra of TMPD solution in acetonitrile after adsorption into

Eu-MOF (dash line) and P-25 TiOz (dot line) under room light. lt is interesting to note that the

absorbance changes strongly dependent on the nature of photocatalyst under the same reaction

conditions since the same amounts of Eu-MOF and P-25 TiO2 nanoparticles is used. Steady-state

UV-vis absorption spectra of TMPD (0.1 mM) (solid line) in acetonitrile at room temperature is

also shown for comparison.
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possible excited states. The triplet-triplet

emissive excited state (sDs state), E** is

considered to be the primary reason for

nanoparticles.la

annihilation (i.e., E* + E* --r E** + E, where E' is the

the higher excited state, and E is the ground state) is

the complicated decay kinetics observed for Eu-MOF

Wavelength (nm)

The averaged emission lifetimes <r> were estimated from multiexponential fits for further data

analysis.ls Upon increasing the concentration of TA-OMe, the <r> values apparently decreased. To

determine the quenching rate constants (to), the <r> values are plotted against the concentration of

quenchers (so-called Stern-Volmer plots). As shown in the inset of Figure 6'4', an almost linear

relationship between <r>-l and the concentration of TA-OMe was obtained. The fto value is then

determined tobe7.2 x l04M-r s-' from a straighrline fit to the data, which is much lower than the

diffirsion-controlled rate constart, - l0r0 M-r s-', in the bulk solution. According to the fact that the

samples incubated in the dark for 22 h results in the same ko values, the contribution of the slow

penetration of quenchers into the MOF structure over 30 min would be almost negligible (gray

0.0 0.5 1.0 1 .5 2.0

Time (ms)
460  480  500  520  540  560  580  600  620

Figure 6. (A) Normalized emission decay profiles observed at 615 nm for Eu-MOF

nanoparticles in acetonitrile in the absence and presence of TA-OMe. Black lines indicate the

results fit by a biexponential function. The inset shows a linear relationship obtained for <r>-r

and the concentration of TA-OMe. (B) Transient absorption spectrum observed 40 ps after the

laser flash during the 355 nm laser photolysis of Eu-MOF nanoparticles in acetonitrile in the

presence of TA-OMe (20mM). The inset shows the time p[ofile of transient absorption at 560

nm. The differential AO.D. (AAO.D.) values were obtained by subtracting the AO.D. values in

the absence of TA-OMe from the AO.D. values in the presence of TA-OMe. The fit to a

Gaussian function is shown by the solid line as a visual guide.
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circles in Figure 7). Furthermore, as shown in Figure 68, the transient absorption spectral feature

obtained during 355 nm laser photolysis of Eu-MOF in the presence of TA-OMe in acetonitrile is

almost identical to the reported ones for the radical cation of TA-OMe (TA-OM"'*).'u This result

strongly supports the conclusion that electron transfer from TA-OMe to photoexcited Eu-MOF

occurs after the laser flash, even though it is difficult to estimate the formation rate of TA-OMe'-

accurately because of its very weak signal intensity and the interference from the Eul* emission

(inset of Figure 68). The fto values determined for various quenchers are summarized in Table L

with their oxidation potentials (Eo") in acetonitrile. The free-energy change for electron transfer

from organic quenchers to the excited Eu3* is simply given by eq 1,17'18

△GET=Eox(D)一 島cd(A)一 Ecxc(A) (1)

where t"" (D) and E.o (A) are the electrochemical potentials for the donor and acceptor,

respectively, and E*. (A) is the excited-state energy for the singlet or triplet state involved. The

Coulomb interaction between the separated charges in acetonitrile is neglected because the

interaction is considered to be negligibly small as compared to other parameters. For a theoretical

estimation of the overall kr,we have used the following well-known equationlT

ltl
h= or*-* h Q)

:

where froin (: 1.9 x l0l0 M-l s-' in acetonitrilelT) and k^ are the diffusion-controlled and the

activation-energy'controlled electron-transfer reaction rate constants, respectively. The ku value can

be calculated using Marcus theory as given by eq 3,18

たa=

where ft is Planck's constant, 2, is the solvent reorganization energy, johrn ( ),v,o) and jrhvn

1:,Tv,x) are the intramolecular reorganization energies for the electron donor and acceptor,

respectively, and V(doi is the electronic coupling element between electron donor and acceptor

dependent on the distance befween these species (don) as given by eq 4,18

/(グDA)=レ t CXp{―子 (グ
DA~グ0)} (4)
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Table 1. Molecular

Changes for Electron

Nanoparticles

Strucfures and Oxidation Potentials (d",) of Quenchers and Free Energy

Transfer (AGEI) and Quenching Rate Constants (fr') Observed for Eu-MOF

quencher stmcrure
diameter,

nm

Eox,

V vs NHE

~△GET,

eV
れ,

Ⅳl~lsl

DABCO

triphenylamine

2,4,6 -tr iphenylani line

TEA

TA― OⅣle

TA― Mc

TA

TA― CH20H

0.97 +1.13(

1.25 +1.19 d

0.64 +1.23α

/°¬(3〕＼s/

ヽ
、、/N、 /́

Os/

H°
/｀

1(3〕、s/

Os/

Ptz

`γ Rcfcrcnce 24.ι Rcfcrence 25.C Rcference 26.ノ Refcrcncc 27.′ Refcrcnce 28./Referencc 29.g

The samplcs、 vere kcpt under dark condition for 22 h.

0.48

0.94

+0.90 "

+0.g3 D

0.87

0.84

0.54

0.49

0.44

8.6× 105

8.9× 105g

3.9× 107

0.93 +1.37´ 0.30

0.85 +1.48″ 0.19

0.74 +1.58″ 0.086

0.93 +1.59 t 0.076

4.3 x 10'

2.2 x 106

8.2 x lOa

5.8 x 104s

7.2 x l\a

3.6 x 104

6.8 x 103

2.8 x 104
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where Zo is the V atthe contact distance (d6) and pisthe decay parameter. The )'" for the electron

transfer is given by eq 5,18

ム=洗陽+去―ホIナ
ーJ (5)

where ro and t6 arta the radii of the electron donor and acceptor, dp6 is their center-to-center

separation at the instant of electron transfer, respectively. The permittivity constant of a vacuum,

the refractive index and dielectric constant of the solvent are represented by &, fr, and q

respectivel y (n : 1.344 and e : 37 .5 for acetonitrile at 293 K). Using eqs 3-5 and taking the values

of .2.v,n: 0 eV and ).v,: 0.3 eV for Eu3* ionsle and organic molecule s,20-22 respectively, 16: 0.19

nmre and ro : 0.43 nm (average value for the studied quenchers) , and de6: 1.0 nm (pore radius of

Eu-MOF), wehave calculated the )*value of 2.I eV. Overall, thekinetic datagive areasonable fit

to eq 3 with Zo : 300 cffi-1,23 B:0.1 nm-1,23 the average frequency r.o of 1500 cffi-1,20 as shown by a

solid line in Figure 7. It should be noted that the fto values observed for the present Eu-MOF

systems are much higher by two or three orders of magnitude than those between the photoexcited

I 30 min after immersion

PU

triphenylamine

triphenylaniline I I

TA―OMe

rll¬

DABCO
TA―CtOH・

  1 TEA
.TA―

M9

TA

・
             o.o       O.2       0.4       0.6       0.8       1.0

…△GET(eV)・

Figure 7.―△GET dependence of theれ values bctwccn thc photoexcited Eu―ⅣIOF nanoparticlcs

and clectron donors in acetonitrilc.Thc black line reprcscnts the calculatcdれ values.
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MOF-5 and the samc electron donOrs,、 vhcn these values are cOmpared at the samc△ GET・
4 This

large difference bchveen thc t、 vo systems nlight bc due to thc differcnce in the reorganization

energies of elcctron― acccpting sitcs,i.e。 ,Eu31 in Euぃ MOF(ム ,A～ O eV)19 and surface defects in

MOF-5(ム ,A～ l CV)4,and the porc diametcrs of Eu― MOF(2.O nm)and MoF-5(1.2 nm)that

contribute to thc accessibility of quenchcrs tO thc reactive sitcs.Furthcrlnore,a small differencc in

れ ObSeⅣ ed for thioanisolc(TA)and 4-(mcthylthio)phenylmcthanol(TA― CH20H)Suggests that the

adsorption of organic compounds by ―C)H grOups on the surface of Eu―Ⅳ10F is rclatively

insigniflcant cOmpared to Zn―based ⅣIOFs and rnetal oxides,such as ZnO and Ti02・
4,29

Confocal Fluorescenceル licroscope lmages of Ⅳlicrosized Eu‐ Ⅳ10F Particles.

To cxanline ho、v decply qucnchers penetrate thc pore structures of Eu― NI10F, 、ve have

investigatcd the change in fluorescent images before and aftcr adding elcctron donors、 vith different

molecular sizes by utilizing confOcal fluorescencc IIlicroscopy.Confocal fluoresccnce nlicroscopy

is wcll suited for these investigations becausc the optical slice images enablc 3D scans of ottCCtS

with a rcsolution of ca.200 nm in thc horizOntal direction and ca.600 nm in depth.For this purposc,

wc have synthesized microsized Eu―MOF because thc size of Eu¨MOF nanoparticlcs(abOut 200 nm

in lcngth and 50 nm in diameter)uSed in this work is smallcr than thc optical diffraction limit.

FiЁure 8 shows thc luminesccnce qucnching images of microsized Eu― MOF in the presence of

phenOthiazine(PtZ)(l mM)Or l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane(DABCO)(10 mM)in acetonitrile.

Bcおrc quenchcrs werc added,Eu―MOF particles exhibitcd a bright luminescent image(image a)

、vithout signiflcant bleaching during the 405 nm laser irradiation.

The addition of Ptz molccules to the sOlution apparently and cfflciently qucnchcs the Eu3+

clllission from the excited Eu― Ⅳ10F.Thc most intcrcsting obscrvation is that the differential images

(imagCS C―C)aS WCll as thc images for quenching egicicncy(QE)after the addition of the qucncher

(images ih)domOnstratc a slow but apparcnt penctration of Ptz moleculcs from thc extcrior surfacc

intO thc inside of Eu― MOF particles、 vith inllncrsion tilllc.After the exposure ofthe Ptz solution for

30 min,the QE was found to bc more than 50%for the whOle particles.FurthellllorC,the

obsen′ ation that thc cIIlission intensity of Eu― ⅣIOF particles was alinOst recovcred aftcr、 vashing
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with aceotonitrile solvent implies that the quencher molecules were reversibly incorporated in the

MOF structures without permanent adsorption inside pores and the decomposition of the

frameworks. On the contrary, as shown in Figure 8i-k, the QE images for DABCO (10 mM) with

different immersion times show that DABCO molecules penetrate into the Eu-MOF much faster

匝 ghss suFace

△亀m(a・u.)

li00

悩

００
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田
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QE(%)

l100

Figure 8. Confocal fluorescence microscope images of microsized Eu-MOF particles in the

absence (a) and presence (b) of Ptz (l mM) in acetonitrile. Images are obtained 1.5 pm above

the glass surface (see broken line in image a"). Images a' and a" are the sliced emission images

(the line in image a) and the optical transmission image, respectively. Shown are the differential

images (c-e),.which are obtained by subtracting the image in the absence of quencher (image a)

from the image in the presence of quencher (image b), and the images for quenching effrciency

(QE), which are obtained by dividing the differential images (images c-e) by the initial image

(image a), observed 5, 20, and 30 min after the addition of Ptz (f-h). The QE images for

DABCO (lOmM) are also shown (i-k). All scale bars are3 pm.
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than does Ptz. Similar tendencies were observed for other Eu-MOF particles. This result can be

explained with the difference in the molecular size because the diameter of the DABCO molecule

(0.48 nm) is much smaller than that of the Ptz molecule (0.94 nm). A close inspection of the

observed luminescence quenching images does not indicate any abrupt depletion of emission for the

examined area, which might be observable if any quenching of the Eu3* emission is mainly

governed by the penetration of quenchers though surface defects such as tiny cracks. The other

notable observation is that the QE for DABCO is apparently lower than that for Ptz. This is

consistent with the observation that k, for DABCO is almost 2 orders of magnitude lower than that

for Ptz (Figure 7). The difference of the molecular sizes of quenchers should affect the

electron-transfer dynamics even if both the systems have a similar AGE1. Indeed, the calculated ku

using eq 3 decreased by over 3 orders of magnitude when rp waS changed from 0.47 nm for Ptz to

0.24 nm for DABCO and the other parameters were fixed. This decrease in fru is primarily attributed

to the increase in 25 by 0.77 eY. This undesired molecular size effect on )"s, lowering k, and

eventually the overall yield of the one-electron oxidation reaction, would be partially compensated

for by the higher penetration rates of smaller organic substrates in the framework.

Cenclusions

For the first time, we discovered the size-selective one-electron oxidation processes of organic

compounds under the photoirradiation of nanosized and microsized Eu-MOF particles by

combining time-resolved emission and absorption spectroscopy, confocal microscopy, and a

theoretical calculation based on the Marcus theory. Our findings led us confidently to assume the

possibility that Eu-MOFs work as an efficient photocatalyst under UV light irradiation. By varying

the length of the organic backbone of the ligands and by changing the degree of conjugation in the

ligands, molecular recognition MOF photocatalysts extending their photosensitivity toward the

visible light region will be developed.
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Chapter 3

Host-Guest Interactions in MOF Nanoparticles Using a

Polarity-Sensitive Probe

Abstract

We report in situ observations of molecular interactions and photodynamics for the

polarity-sensitive fluorescence dye 4-dimethylamino-4'-nitrostilbene (DNS) when encapsulated

inside of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) by utilizing single-molecule, single-particle

fluorescence spectroscopy. While the fluorescence intensity from DNS molecules adsorbed onto the

surface of MOF-177 particles exhibited a strong solvent polarity dependence toward external

solvent exchanges, the intensity from molecules encapsulated inside of well-defined MOF-177

particles slightly changed when the solvent was switched from toluene to chloroform. Furthennore,

the photostability of the DNS molecules was significantly enhanced by incorporation into the MOF

host. These observations strongly suggest that guest molecules encapsulated in MOFs should be

protected from external solvent and gas molecules. The photoblinking behavior of encapsulated

single DNS molecules was also observed and analyzed in terms of the probability density.

Introduction

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) can be formed with a variety of chemical structures via the

self assembly of organic linkers and secondary building blocks.t Th"i. widely tunable topology

makes them attractive hosts for numerous applications, such as gas storage, catalysis, separations,

drug delivery and ,enrorr.t'' It is also of interest to study the photodynamic behaviors of

incorporated chromophores in MOFs as a function of their local environmental structure since the

molecular dynamics in nanosized pore systems should be affected by physicochemical-confining

characteristics of the porous materials. Host-guest interactions have been studied through various
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means, including spectroscopic measurements.a-6 For example, fluorescence dyes can be used as

molecular probes' to directly explore the local structures, molecular diffirsion, and chemical

reactions in porous hosts such as zeolites and mesoporous silica.s The dynamics of molecules in

host materials are rather complicated because these materials are highly heterogeneous both

structurally and chemically. However, there are no previous studies that have reported detailed

photophysical and photochemical properties of guest molecules in MOFs. A thorough examination

of this issue will help us to better understand the molecular interactions within nanopores and

provide an exciting new direction for control of materials properties on the molecular level. In this

paper, we report the first example of in situ observations for host-guest interactions in individual

MOF particles using the polarity-sensitive fluorescent probe 4-dimethylamino-4'-nitrostilbene

(DNS) (Scheme 1).7'8 Among the MOF families, MOF-177, ZuO(\,3,5-benzenetribenzoate)2, has

an opening diameter of up to 1.4 nm and pore diameters of up to l.'7 nm, which are consistent with

a high surface area of 4500 m2 g-r and a large pore volume of 1.59 cm3 g-r; this implied that it was

capable of including gas molecules such as Hz and Nz as well as much larger molecules like Coo and

organic dyes.e'lo

-1.6 nm

Solvent
penetration

SCHEME 1. Structure of a DNS Encapsulated MOF-177 Particle



Experimental Methods

Materials.

Submicrometer-sized MOF-177 particles were synthesized according to the procedures reported

in literature with some modifications. Triethylamine (TEA) (130 pL,0.93 mmol) was very slowly

added to N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solution (40 mL) containing Zn(NO3)2.xH2O (0.5 g,2.64

mmol, Aldrich) and 1,3,5-tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene (H3BTB, 0.2 9,0.46 mmol, Aldrich). The

mixture was allowed to stand for 2 h at room temperature and the resulting solid was collected by

centrifugation, washed three times with DMF and chloroform, and then dried in an oven for 12 h at

363 K. MOF-177 is obtained when the Zn(NO:)z.xHzO/H:BTB ratio is 6 and the TEA/ H3BTB

ratio is 2-3.

Characterizations.

To confirm the crystal phase and morphology of the prepared MOF- 177 particles, powder X-ray

diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurements were performed

using a Rigaku RINT2500 XRD spectrometer with a Cu Kcr, source and a Hitachi H-9000

instrument equipped with a tilting device operating at 300 kV, respectively. Scanning electron

microscope (SEM) images were also obtained with a Hitachi 5-2150 instrument. Steady-state

UV-visible absorption and diffrrse reflectance spectra were measured with UV-visible-NIR

spectrophotometers (Shimadzu, UV-3100, and Jasco, V-570, respectively). Reflectance data were

transformed into a Kubelka-Mqnk function. Steady-state emission spectra were measured by a

Hitachi 850 fluorescence spectrophotometer. Measurements for the gas adsorption isotherms of Nz

(77 K) were performed using BELSORP-mini II volumetric adsorption equipment from BEL Japan.

MOF-177 powders were placed in a sample tube and dried at 393 K for 6 h under vacuum before

the measurements. The BET surface area was calculated from a line regression plot of ll(V((P1lP) -

1)) versus P/Po (Where Vis the total volume absorbed at aparticular PlPo point andPo is 1 atm of

pressure) within the range of 0.02 < PlPo < 0.05.

Inclusion of DNS into MOF-I77.

The synthesized MOF-177 was heated at 393 K for 6 h under vacuum to remove adsorbed
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solvent and water molecules on the MOF-177 surface. [t was immersed in a lpM toluene solution

of DNS (Fluka) ([MOF-177] : 5 g L-') at room temperature for 24 h under argon flow. To

completely remove the excess DNS, the resultant material, denoted as DNS@MOF-I77, was

thoroughly washed with toluene, and then dried at 363 K for 12 h.

All chemicals were purchased from commercial sources (Aldrich, Tokyo Chemical Industry and

Nacalai Tesque) in the highest grade available and used without further purification.

Sample Preparations for Single-Molecule, Single-Particle Experiments.

Well-dispersed chloroform suspensions of the MOF samples were spin-coated on cleaned cover

glasses. The cover glasses were annealed at 363 K for 30 min to immobilize the particles on the

glass surface, and then mounted at the bottom of a single-stream flow cell that allowed the

simultaneous exposure of the particles to a liquid medium and the monitoring the fluorescence

signal (Scheme 2). The position of the particles was determined by the transmission image obtained

by illumination from the halogen lamp above the sample and the photoluminescence image under

the 365 nm light excitation of MOF-177 (Figare2B).

Cover lid (92 x 44 mm)

Spacer (40 x 22 mm, Kalrez)

Cover glass (40 x22mm)

Bottom plate (92 x44 mm)

颯

488 nm            .
Ar・ laser

SCIIEⅣ l亜〕2.Schematic 11lustration ofHome― Made Single― Strcam Flow CcH

Toluene

Syringe pump

DNS@MOF-177
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Single-Molecule, Single-Particle Measurements.

The experimental setup was based on an Olympus IX71 inverted fluorescence microscope. A

circular-polarized continuous wave (CW) light emitted from a 488 nm Ar* laser (Melles Griot,

35LAS450; 50 mW; -2 kW cm-z, at the cover glass surface) that passed through an oil-immersion

objective lens (Olympus, UPlanSApo, 1.40 NA, 100x) after reflection by a dichroic mirror

(Olympus, DM505) was used to excite the sample. The emission from single particles on the cover

glass was collected by using the same objective lens, and passed through an emission filter

(Olympus, BA510IF) to remove undesired scattered light; the emission image was captured by

imaged by an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EM-CCD) camera (Roper Scientific,

Cascade Il:512). The images were processed with Image J software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ijl). The

background threshold was modified by the shot noise in each image above the background. Counts

above the threshold were then considered to be the fluorescence signal. For spectroscopy, only the

emissions that passed through a slit entered the imaging spectrograph (Acton Research, SP-2356); it

was equipped with an EM-CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PhotonMAX:5128). The width of

the slit was 100 /rn, which corresponded to 0.6 W at the specimen because the images at the slit

were mbgnified by the builtin l.6x changer. The spectra were typically integrated for 5 s. The

spectrum detected by the EM-CCD camera was stored in and analyzed with a personal computer.

A11 experimental data were obtained at room temperature. A general approach was used to define

the intensity threshold in order to distinguish between the on and off states. To determine the

threshold that separates these states, the emission intensity distribution was fitted by a sum of two

Gaussian functions. To determine the threshold that separates these states, the emission intensity

distribution was fitted by a sum of two Gaussian functions. The threshold was chosen to be 3 o

greater than the background noise levels. Counts above the threshold were then assigned to the "on

state". At sufficiently long times, the histograms have only one or no counts per bin time due to

finite counting statistics. Therefore, we analyzed the probability density, P(lon), by weighting each

point in the on histograms by the average time (Aluu) between the nearest neighbor event bins using

the following equation:

，
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aち∬)=光デ×士
where N(l"rr) and N1o1u1 are the number of off events of duration (lon) and the total number of off

events, respectively. The time distributions of the off-events follow a simple power law behavior as

given byt

P(′。r)=И′
α`
                       (2)

whereノ is the scaling coefflcicnt and is the power-law exponentthat dcsc五 bes the dist五 bution.

Fluorescence Lifetil■ e Ⅳleasurements.

The time-resolved emission spectra and decays were measured by time-correlated single photon

counting (TCSPC) using a streak scope (Hamamatsu Photonics, C4334-01) equipped with a

polychromator (Acton Research, SpectraProl50). The second harmonic oscillation (450 nm) of the

output for the femtosecond laser (Spectra-Physics, Tsunami 3941-MIBB; full 'width at

half-maximum (fwhm), 80 fs; 900 nm) pumped by a diode-pumped solid-state laser

(Spectra-Physics, Millennia VIIIs) was used to excite the sample in a quartz cell. The observed

temporal emission profiles fitted well to single or double exponential functions. All the

measurements were carried out at room temperature.

Results and Discussion

Steady-State Spectral Measurements of MOF-I77 Powders.

It was found that synthesized MOF -177 nanoparticles have the primary particle size is 0.5-1 pm,

the BET surface area is 4482 m2 g-1, the pore volume is 1.80 .ffi' g-', and the average pore diameter

is 1.6 nm) as a host material according to the procedures reported in the literature with some

modifications.n-" There were no apparent changes in the powder XRD patterns during incorporation

of DNS into MOF- 177;thepatterns were almost identical to those reported elsewhere (Figure 1).n''u

These results reveal that the MOF-177 framework structure. was maintained even when DNS was

incorporated (Figure 1A). Figure 1B shows the powder XRD patterns of dry MOF-177 powder,

MOF-177 powder wetted with toluene, and dried MOF-177 powder after immersion in toluene. A
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broad peak at around 18 degrees is due to the solvent. Figure lC shows the magnified diffraction

patterns at low angle region of panel B. XRD peaks were shifted to the higher angle, when

MOF-177 powders were immersed in toluene. After the MOF-177 powder in toluene was

completely dried up, the peaks returned to their original position. Figure lD shows the powder

XRD pattems at low angle region of dry DNS@MOF-L77 powder and DNS@MOF-l77 powder

wetted with toluene. The peak widths at around 5.38 and 5.80 degrees become broad and the peak

positions are shifted to the higher angle after immersion in toluene. The results of MOF-177

powders are also shown for comparison.
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Figure l. (A) Powder XRD patterns obtained for fresh MOF-177, DNS@MOF-l77, and

hydrated MOF-177 powders. (B) Powder XRD pattems of dry MOF-177 powder, MOF-177

powder wetted with toluene, and dried MOF-I77 powder after immersion in toluene. A broad

peak at around 18 degrees is due to the solvent. (C) Magnified diffraction patterns at low angle

region of panel B. XRD peaks were shifted to the higher angle, when MOF-177 powders were

immersed in toluene. After the MOF-177 powder in toluene was completely dried up, thb peaks

retumed to their original position. (D) Powder XRD patterns at low angle region of dry

DNS@MOF-L77 powder and DNS@MOF-177 powder wetted with toluene.
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Figure 2 shows the TEM image of MOF-177 particles.

The average primary particle size was determined to be

around 600 nm. The SEM images show the fresh MOF-177

and water-treated MOF-177 powders in Figure 3. These

images show agglomerated particles. Fresh MOF-177

showed a regular pattern (Figure 3A), while no pattems were

observed for the amorphous form (Figure 3B). The results

can be explained in terms of hydrolysis of the MOFs, which

also induces a remarkable reduction in surface area and pore

structure by exposure of the MOF samples to moisture.

Figure 2. TEM image of
MOF-177 particles. The average

primary particle size was

determined to be around 600 nm.

Figure 3. SEM images of freshly-prepared MOF-177 (A) and partially-decomposed

(amorphous) MOF-177 (B) powders.

Figure 4 exhibits the st6ady-state UV-vis diffirse reflectance and emission spectra for

DNS-encapsulated MOF-177 (DNS@MOF-177) particles and a toluene solution of DNS. The

emission spectra from DNS in solvents of increasing polarity are provided in Figure 5 for the

purpose of reference. The emission spectra shifted dramatically to longer wavelengths as the solvent

polarity increased from hexane to acetonitrile. The high sensitivity of emission spectral features for

the solvent polarity changes is due to a change of the dipole moment upon excitation.T'8 This

indicates that DNS could be useful as a fluorescent probe for monitoring environmental polarity

changes inside the MOF-177 cavity. The DNS@MOF-I77 emission spectrum with a peak at
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540-550 nm was observed under excitation at

488 nm, even though the DNS@MOF-|77

absorption spectrum was not detectable due

to the low loading efficiency of DNS (-1.4

x l0-8 mol E-1, as estimated from the

absorbance change of the DNS solution).l2

The observed peak wavelength in the

emission spectrum strongly suggests that

MOF-177 pores have a lower polarity than

toluene (2^u*: 565 nm) but a higher polarity

than hexane (1^u* : 495 nm). Since porous

host materials such as zeolites are considered

to be solid solvents, their characteristics can

be described in terms of "solvent effects" as

an analogy.l3

Figure 6A and B depicts the emission and 450 500 550 600 650 7oo 75o 800

: . 
avelength (nm)

transmission images, respectively, of Figure 5. Steady-state fluorescence spectra

DNS@MOFi-II particles deposited on the of DNS in various solvents (EA: ethyl

acetate. THF: tetrahvdrofuran).
cover glass (highlighted by circles). The

insets show magnified images of a single DNS@MOF-177 particle (see arrows). The particle size

of the analyzed DNS@MOF-L77 is on the scale of several hundreds of nanometers, which is close

to that determined from TEM analysis (Figure 2). Figure 6C shows the histogram of the emission

intensity averaged over the entire DNS@MOF-177 particle before photobleaching. For comparison,

the histogram obtained from pure MOF-177 pariicles is also depicted. The emission intensity of

particles apparently increased after incorporating DNS into MOn-tZZ. Single-particle fluorescence

spectra of individual DNS@MOF-177 particles were also observed under 488 nm laser excitation in

ambient atmosphere (Figure 6D). The inset also shows the histogram for the emission peak position
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in wavenumbers. The histogram peak position for the DNS@MOF-l77 emission was about 550 nm,

which is very clode to the value from the ensemble-averaged emission spectrum shown in Figure

4.r4

DNS molecules in solution exhibited quite strong solvent dependence; its fluorescence quantum

yield in chloroform (0.018) was about 30 times less than that in toluene (0.53).7'8 Our observations

for both long-term and short-term exposure to environmental solvent indicated, however, that the

emission intensity variation of DNS incorporated in a well-defined MOF-177 framework was only

30Yo, on average, upon changing the solvent from toluene to chloroform (Figure 7, left panel). It

was also confirmed that DNS molecules encapsulated in MOF-177 are hardly desorbed from the

MOF framework (Figure 8).
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Figure 6. Emission (A) and transmission (B) images of DNS@MOF-I77 particles on the cover

glass in ambient atmosphere. The circles show identified DNS@MOF-|77 particles. Insets

show the magnified DNS@MOF-I77 indicated by the arrows. (C) Histograms of the emission

intensity observed for individual MOF-I77 and DNS@MOF-L77 particles. (D) Single-particle

fluorescence spectrum observed during the 488 ttm 
"*.itution 

of a single DNS@MOF-I77

particle. The inset shows the histogram of the peak wavenumber of the emission spectra.
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Figure 7. Ensemble-averaged emission spectra of fresh DNS@MOF-I77 (A) and DNS molecules
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Figure 8. Emission spectra of DNS@MOF-l77 in toluene and in chloroform. After the

DNS@MOF-177 powder in chloroforrn was completely dried up, the emission intensity was

recovered. This result suggests that DNS molecules encapsulated in MOF -177 are hardly

desorbed from the MOF framework
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On the other hand, as shown in the right panel of Figure 7, the emission from DNS on the

hydrated }y'rol-I77, which has no microporous framework structure (the BET surface area is 9 m2

g-t;, *u, almost completely quenched in chloroform. This is consistent with the assumption that the

well-defined MOF-177 structure effectively isolated the chromophores confined inside of its

nanopores from the surrounding environment, thus suggesting that the molecular interaction of

DNS with aromatic linkers of MOF-177 is more dominant than that with the solvent molecules.

This interpretation is also supported by geometrical considerations in that the molecular size of

DNS (1.7 nm length; 0.67 nm width)7'8 is comparable to the MOF-I77 pore diameter (Scheme

1).n'to To strengthen our conclusion, ensemble-averaged fluorescence lifetime measurements were

carried out. The average fluorescence lifetimes observed for DNS@MOF-l77 suspended in toluene

and in chloroform were 3.2 and 3.1 ns, respectively, which are consistent with the time (2.9 ns) for

DNS molecules in toluene (Figure 9 and Table 1).

In a highly polar solvent, the formation of a short-lived nonradiative TICT state is suggested.T'8

For the DNS@MOF-L77 particles in toluene, it is not possible to fit the profile with a

single-exponential function because of the distribution of lifetimes of DNS molecules adsorbed on

the suiface of MOF-177 particles. Therefore, the average lifetime, <r>, was tentatively evaluated to

be'3.2 ns (see Table 1). The fast decay component with a lifetime of 0.23 ns observed for the

DNS@MOF-177 in chloroform is reasonably assigned to desorbed DNS molecules into the solution

and/or surface-adsorbed DNS molecules on the MOF-177 particles.
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Figure 9. Fluorescence lifetimes observed for DNS

and DNS@MOF-l77 suspended in toluene (C) and

wavelength is 450 nm. The lines indicate single

temporal profiles.
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Solvent exchange experiments on single particles by utilizing a flow cell system enabled us to

examine the local environment around DNS molecules in the MOF-I77 framework (Scheme 2). As

demonstrated in Figure 10, DNS@MOF-I77 particles in toluene were observed as bright spots,

while the emission intensity of DNS@MOF-l77 in chloroform decreased but was easily

distinguishable from the background. Although the difference in the ensemble averaged

fluorescence intensity of DNS@MOF-I77 caused by exchanging the solvent is relatively small, our

single-particle data analysis revealed that individual particles exhibited significant changes in its

intensity within several minutes by solvent exchange. The different responsiveness of each particle

is probably explained because the deformed porous structures and microscopic surface cracks

present in the individual particles would decrease and increase the penetration rates of solvent

molecules into the framework, respectively. The process of solvent change is fully reversible since

the higher intensity can be restored by switching back from chloroform to MOF-177 was

completely quenched as the solvent was changed from toluene to chloroform. On the other hand

感

吟

Figure 10. Single-particle fluorescence images of
exchange. The immersion time in each solvent was 3

W x 4 pm) of the particle indicated by the arrows.

DNS@MOF-177 particles during solvent

min. Insets show the magnified images (4
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the fluorescence of DNS molecules adsorbed on the decomposed MOF-177 was completely

quenched as the solvent was changed from toluene to chloroform (Figure 1l).
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Figure 11. Normalized emission intensity

changes observed for single MOF-177 (a) and

DNS@MOF-I77 (b) particles, and DNS

molecules adsorbed on the decomposed

MOF-177 (c) as the solvent was exchanged.

The images were captured under static

conditions (i.e., without solvent flow).

We fuither measured the bleaching rates of individual DNS@MOF-L77 particles in ambient

atmosphere. The typical bleaching behavior of DNS@MOF-L77 is shown in Figure l2A. The

continuous emission intensity decay profiles observed for individual DNS@MOF-177 particles are

due to the high concentrations of dye molecules, that is, the sum of many photobleaching steps at

different time scales. The bleaching time (t) for most DNS@MOF-177 particles was longer than

that that for DNS molecules on the glass surface (r= l4 s); these values were calculated by using a

single-exponential fitting of the recorded data for fluorescence intensity and the number of detected

molecules as a function of time, respectively (Figure 13).rs Assuming that the photo-oxidation

process is the major photochemical reaction responsible for the observed bleaching of DNS

emissions, the penetration of oxygen molecules into fresh MOF frameworks can be efficiently

restricted by steric hindrance in their structures.

The fluorescence intermittency or blinking phenomenon is an important characteristic of

single-molecule (single-particle) spectroscopy.t6-22 As demonstrated in Figure l2B and l2C, the

on-offblinking of single DNS molecules was observed for some of the DNS@MOF-I77 particles

(about l0o/o of the particles) during the bleaching process. lt should also be noted that no detectable

translational diffusion of single DNS molecules in MOF-177 was confirmed during the course of

the single-molecule experiments." Her", a general approach was applied to define the intensity

０
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threshold in order to distinguish between the on and off states.2l'22 The off-time histogram does not

show a single-exponential decay, thus inferring that the related reaction processes are intrinsically

heterogeneous and cannot be characterized by a single rate constant. We thus analyzed the

probability density of offtime intervals (ro6) according to the simple power law, P(ro6) : At'o,where

I is the scaling coefficient andR is the power law exponent.2lThe determinedR of 1.8 + 0.124 is

similar to those (I.4-2.0) reported for organic dyesr6-le and semiconductor quantum dots (QDs).20-22

The observed fluorescence blinking may be explained by the following reasons. One possible

explanation for complex blinking dynamics is the involvement of nonemissive twisted

intramolecular charge-transfer (TICT) states which are closely related to torsional motions of

specific bonds.T'8 Another potential explanation comes from proton transfer between the MOF-177

framework and DNS molecules, which results in protonation of the dimethylamino nitrogen in

DNS.7'8're'2t The local pore environment of MOF-177 may produce protons from organic linkers of
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Figure 12. (A) Histogram of the bleaching time

constant (r) of DNS@MOF-177 on the cover glass

in ambient atmosphere. The inset shows a typical

trajectory of the emission intensity of
DNS@MOF-L77 during the 488 nm laser

irradiation. The line indicates the

single-exponential frt. (B) Typical single-molecule

fluorescence "on" (a) and "off' (b) images and the

differential image t(a)-(b)l (1.3 W, x 1.3 pm). The

fivhm of a single-molecule fluorescent spot is

-250 nm, which is comparable to the size of the

diffraction-limited spot. (C) Off-time probability

density, P(ton), constructed from trajectories for 20

single DNS@MOF-|77 particles (over 100 events).

The red line indicates the power law fit. The inset

shows the typical blinking behavior of a single

DNS molecule encapsulated in the MOF-177

particles in-toluene during the bleaching process.

The analyzed area is approximately 300 nm x 300

nm. The blue line is the threshold level.
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the framework structure through deprotonation under base conditions,2s which makes proton

transfer a viable mechanism for the observed blinking process. Further detailed studies of the

blinking statistics are required to clarify the underlying mechanism.2e

40     60

工ime(S)

Figure 13. Photoinadiation time dependence of
the number of single DNS molecules on the

glass surface in ambient atmosphere. The

bleaching time (r) of 14 s was calculated by

using a single-exponential fitting of the number

of detected molecules as a function of time. The

inset shows the single molecule fluorescence

image observed for DNS molecules coated on a

qtartz cover glass under the 488 nm laser

irradiation in ambient atmosphere. The scale bar

Conclusions

In summary for the first time, we carried out in situ observations of host-guest interactions in

individual dye encapsulated MOFs by utilizing single-molecule, single-particle fluorescence

spectroscopy. Well-defined MOF-177 particles were found to act as good protection material

against solvent penetration even if the MOF structure allowed the incorporation of rather large

chromophores such as DNS. [n the future, we intend to develop a strategy to fabricate novel

host-guest composites of MOFs and a variety of functional molecules suitable for new applications

including photoelectronic and optical devices.
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General Conclusions

In this study, by utilizing various spectroscopic methods including single-particle fluorescence

microscopy as well as time-resolved spectroscopic method, systematic studies of interfacial electron

transfer between photoexcited MOFs particles and various organic compounds were carried out.

Chapter 1, we reported the nature of luminescence transitions in MOF-5_n and the interfacial

charge transfer from the photoexcited MOF-5_n to the surface adsorbents. Basically, the optical

transition responsible for the green emission of MOF-5 is similar to that observed from ZnO.

However, there are significant differences in the temperature dependences of the PL intensity

change and peak-energy shift, and in the activation energies for the thermal quenching or activation

processes.

From the steady-state and time-resolved PL measurements, the bimolecular reaction rates

between the photoexcited MOF-5_n and S, such as aromatic sulfides and amines, were determinec.

The one-electron oxidation reaction of S during the 355 nm laser flash photolysis of MOF-5_n in

acetonitrile was directly examined using TDR spectroscopy. The relatively high oxidation efficiency

of MOF-5_n compared to P-25 TiO2 photocatalyst was found from the comparative studies on the

amo-unt of adsorbates and the concentration of S'-. It should be noted that S'- generated in the

MOF-5 system has a significantly long lifetime of over 50 ps. The theoretical calculation based on

the Marcus theory for the electron transfer reactions revealed that relatively low HT rate and long

lifetime of S'- obtained for the MOF-5 system can be ascribed to the larger value of 7y;1 : 1.2 eY

for the MOF-5_n (htr-)/MOF-5_n couple, contrary to semiconductor nanoparticles, such as ZnO and

TiOz. It is believed that the flexibility of the MOF structure and the accessibility of solvent

molecules into the porous structure play important roles in overall reorganization of the charge

transfer system.. Moreover, the influence of adsorbed water on the photoinduced reaction processes

of MOF-5_n was examined. Although the spectral assignment is incomplete, the electron transfer

reactions with S were observed during the 355 nm laser flash photolysis of water-treated MOF-5_n

(MOF-5_aq) powder in acetonitrile. It was concluded that the excited triplet state of terephthalate,
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which is dissociated from the MOF structure, is involved in the redox processes.

Chapter 2, the one-electron oxidation processes of organic compounds under photoinadiation of

nanosized and microsized Eu-MOF particles has been studied by combining time-resolved emission

and absorption spectroscopy, confocal microscopy, and theoretical calculation based on the Marcus

theory. These results suggest that Eu-MOFs work as an efficient photocatalyst under UV light

irradiation and exhibit apparent size-selectivity for the organic compounds.

Chapter 3, in situ observations of host-guest interactions in individual dye-encapsulated MOFs by

utilizing single-molecule, single-particle fluorescence spectroscopy were carried out. Well-defined

MOF-177 particles were found to act as good protection material against solvent penetration even if

the MOF structure allowed the incorporation of rather large chromophores such as DNS.

As a relatively new class of materials, MOFs will continue to attract interest and inquiry by both

academia and industry. They exhibit considerable potential applications of molecular recognitive

MOF photocatalysts for extending their photosensitivity toward the visible light region by varying

both the length of the organic backbone of the ligands and the degree of conjugation in the ligands.

It can be developed a strategy to fabricate novel host-guest composites of MOFs and a variety of

functional molecules suitable for new applications including photoelectronic and optical devices.

The expectation of this thesis is that it can serve not only as a reference brochure for the

experienced researchers in the MOF field, but also as an introduction booklet for those who are

interested in MOFs and those just enter this field.
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